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Coleman's big play turns
game around for the Racers

National 4-H Week
celebrated locally

A summary of Sunday's
presidential debate given
See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Queen greeted by Kentucky rain
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Queen Elizabeth II wasn't a bit
disheartened by the cool Kentucky rain that greeted her arrival
here, and neither were 200 people who gathered behind a fence
100 yards away, hoping to see her.
Only the briefest glimpse was possible the queen spent about
10 minutes at Blue Grass Airport before departing for Lane's End
Farm near Versailles, where she is staying in the 19th century
country mansion of William S. Farish III and his wife, Sarah.
The queen, who has one pregnant mare and her foal in Kentucky, is here on a 5%-day private holiday to examine prospective stallions and has just one public appearance planned, Thursday at Keeneland Race Course. She will present a trophy to the
winners of a race named for her.
She arrived at 4:40 p.m. Sunday at a private hangar. Many of
those lining the fence had been in place for two hours.
Elizabeth was arriving from Winnipeg, Canada. Prince Philip,
who had been with his wife on a Canadian tour, was en route to
the Middle East.
The queen alighted from her Royal Air Force VC-10, carrying
her own umbrella and wearing mauve plaid. She was greeted by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins and her husband, Bill, Lexington
Mayor Scotty Baesler and his wife, Alice, and eight other people,
also holding umbrellas, in a receiving line.
The queen's racing manager, Lord Henry Porcester, said she
might send as many as five mares to be bred to .American
stallions in the future: ,

Lanning finishes Hawaii Ironman
Murray State instructor
Adam Lanning finished the
Ironman Triathlon World
Championship in a time of
14:00:52.
The Ironman, a triple-event
competition, was conducted
Saturday in Kailua-Kona,
Hawaii.
According to Lanning's
wife Bunny who talked to her
husband Sunday afternoon,
Lanning was "quite pleased"
with his effort and even had a
spurt of energy left to pass
several runners during the
last few miles of the
marathon.
The Ironman is composed
of a 2.4 mile swim, a 112-mile
bike ride and a 26.2 mile
marathon - in succession on
the same day.
According to Mrs. Lanning,
her 54-year-old husband said
he wasn't as sore after the
Ironman as he usually is after
running a regular marathon.
"He was quite pleased with
his finish which was in the top
third of his age group," Mrs.

Adam Lanning
Lanning said. "He called
before the awards ceremony
so we won't know his exact
finish until he gets home
Tuesday night. He was
especially pleased with his
spurt of energy in the
marathon. He said halfway
through the bike ride he
wasn't even sure if he could
run the marathon at all."

SAN DIEGO (AP) - They beat teddy bears in the stadium
parking lot. They adopted a slogan that made promoters of "Cub
Buster" T-shirts hugely successful. And they cheered in waves
that San Diego Padres players said equaled the celebrated
Wrigley Field bleacher bums.
Then after the Padres won the National League pennant Sunday, they spilled out into the streets, some of them as drunken
troublemakers.
These were the San Diego Padres fans that Chicago newspaper
columnist Mike Royko called "wimps" ',wit newspaper column
last week.
Police officer Jan McGill said San Diego police made
numerous arrests for public drunkenness and were handling
several incidents of vandalism.
"You'd think they were New Yorkers or something," she said.
"We had to hold over the second shift and we have a traffic alert
going into the beach aeas. Those roads are closed."
Along Mission Boulevard in Pacific Beach, a massive stuffed
bear was hanging by a rope from a lampost, with a shirtless man
beating it with a stick. Burned-out road flares and broken glass
were strewn along the roadway leading from the Mission Beach
community
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Mondale's showing strong; Reagan nervous

Democrats gain; GOP holds its own
By MIKE SILVERMAN
Associated Press Writer
Enthusiastic Democratic
leaders say Walter Mondale
revitalized his, underdog campaign with a strong showing in
the first presidential debate,
while many Republicans call it a
draw and some are openly
critical of President Reagan's
performance.
"The Mondale I saw on the
screen tonight is the Mondale
I've seen in the U.SySenate ...,"
said Democratic 'gen. Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts.
"I was enormously encouraged
and pleased with the results."It was a must-win debate for
Walter Mondale, and he came
through not just on substance,
which everyone expected, but
also on style," said Virginia's
Democratic Gov. Charles S.
Robb.
Reagan, on the other hand,
"sounded vacillating. I think he
let Mondale get away with
murder," said Terry Dolan, a
Reagan backer who heads the
National Conservative Political
Action Committee.

Dolan said Reagan used "a lot
of eye-glazing facts and figures"
in the nationally televised
debate Sunday night in
Louisville, Ky. "Gone was the
vision of the future that he put
forward in 1980. He was using
statistics that made no sense,
they were fuzzy."
Republican Sen. William Roth
of Delaware said he didnlAhlnk
Mondale "laid a glove on the
president.- But Republican
Rep. Tom ColenTaii of Missouri
disagreed, saying Mondale.."did
fairly well. I think he should be
happy with his performance. He
seemed more in command and
at ease than the president. The
president was I think a little bit
off form."
"It has to work in the final
analysis as a plus for Mr. Mondale because it gives him exposure," said Donald Huffman,
Virginia's Republican state
chairman. "... If it's a draw, the
advantage goes to Mondale."
James A. Baker III, White
House chief of staff, conceded
that Mondale "did a good job,"
but said, "We were very pleased

President Reagan
with what we saw. I think the
president ... sharpened the differences between the candidates
on the issues."
Predictably, both vice
presidential nominees thought
their team won.
In Washington, Vice President

Walter Mondale
-- George Bush told reporters, "It
might not come as a surprise to
you when I tell you-I think President Reagan came out way
ahead. I think Mr. Mondale's attacking, in my view, just simply
pointed up the differences between them."

Audience pleased with presidential debate

'Wimps' celebrate Padres victory
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Today: Mostly cloudy with
a 40 percknt chance of
shovirs and thsInderigorms.
High in the lower 70s. South
wind 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers. Low near 50. Light
southeast wind.
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. High 70 to 75.
Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
caltS for continued mild
temperatures with a chance
of showers Wednesday and
Thursday.

By ANDREW LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (APISupporters of President Reagan
or Democratic challenger
Walter F. Mondale felt their
beliefs in their candidates had
only been strengthened by watching the Sunday night debate in
person or at a nearby rally.
Larry Forgy, Kentucky chairman of the Reagan-Bush campaign, said Reagan solidified his
lead in the campaign.
"I frankly feel like we're in a
commanding position ... and
Walter Mondale isn't going to
capture the imagination of the
American people by proposing
to raise taxes."
Mitch McConnell, the Jefferson County judge-executive who
also is the GOP's nominee for.
U.S. senator, invoked Reagan's
name with that of Abraham Lincoln's and said he would proud
.......

to tell future generations that he
had known Reagan..
McConnell, recalling
Reagan's movie portrayal of
Notre Dame football star Ray
Gipp, said pundits had predicted
no one would "win" the debate.
''I want to be the first to say they
were wrong - the Gipper did it
again."
Ray Schweri of Louisville said
he felt better about his choice of
Mondale after watching the
debate on large-screen television at the Commonwealth Conve.ntion Center.
"I was reassured as I never
was before," Schweri said. "He
made contact. I hadn't gotten
that feeling before."
Jim McNulty. mayor of Scranton, Pa., said he had been for
Sen. Gary Hart during the
primary but had switched to
Mondale during the campaign.
He was pleased because Mondale had been the only one to

mention the cities and the
future.
"I have been uneasy (with his
decision to endorse Mondale )
because there had been no mention of these themes.
"I was reassured because in
the debate he could lay out these
themes by himself. Tonight,
Mondale spoke as Walter
Mondale."
Congresswoman Mary Rose
Okker, of Cleveland, 'called
Reagan's statements that he
would not cut Social Security
"bizarre and absurd."
Florida Democratic U.S. Rep.
Claude Pepper also took issue
with the president's stand on
Social Security, saying elderly
people "would be very foolish to
put their future on a questionable prornise of a president
who has already violated that
promise in the past."
Steven Spalding, of
Louisville, who was in the au-

dience called the debate a
remarkable statement on "how.
complex the country has
become." He said the questions
were "harder" and the answers
"better" than he expected. He
felt that by viewing the debate
the candidates had become
"more real as people. There was
real excitement here."
E.W. Hoelsher, of La Grange,
Ky.. said the debate didn't
change his mind but it was
"very interesting. It was what I
expected." He wouldn't divulge
who he was supporting.
Seated in the front row were a
number of prominent Kentuckians including Coy, Martha
Layne Collins, her husband Bill
y. Steve
,
and son Steve, Lt. ctiz
Beshear. former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. and his wife Phyllis
George Brown, U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford. They were seated
with national Democratic Party
official Charles Manatt.

Guests keep
Collins busy
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Queen Elizabeth II's visit and
the presidential debate kept
Gov. Martha Layne Collins hopping - by plane between
Louisville and Lexington.
She officially greeted
Democratic presidential
nominee Walter F. Mondale on
his arrival in Louisville for Sunday night's debate against
President Reagan.
Then it was off to Lexington,
about 80 miles southeast, for the
queen's 4:40 p.m. arrival at Blue
Grass airport.
Mrs. Collins headed a group of
about a dozen people who lined
up in the rain, holding umbrellas, at the foot of the steps
that were rolled up to the
Queen's Royal Air Force VC-10.
At 4:45 p.m., Queen Elizabeth
descended from the plane. Mrs.
Collins presented her a blue
leather bound volume, trimmed
in gold, on Kentucky and exchanged brief remarks about
the rain.

ANTIQUE GUNS DISPLAYED - Despite showery weather conditions the Murray Kiwanis Gun and
Knife Show enjoyed steady crowds Saturday and Sunday. Displays of modern and antique arms graced
RON den
NI MI pi10110
tables set up in the Calloway County Middle School Gymnasium.

.„
Regents will vote on insurance changes w
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State Regents will
vote on university insurance,
plan chanies that were approved by the Finance Committee,
Saturday.
The medical coverage
changes, which have been
studied for more than a year by
the administration and the In-

surance and Benefits Committee, are designed to cut about
$87.000, from the university's
self-insurpd program. Another
S11,000-plus would be trimmed
from the life insurance plan.
Whet) combined with an expected reduction in medical
claims of $185,000, the changes
could pare about $300,000 from
the MSU budget.

Employees would pay higher
deductibles for out-patient and
in-hospital fees, and would no
longer have the $2 deductible
drug prescription card. Older
employees would pay more for
the supplemental life insurance
plan, which would be c4anged to
a self-supporting program with
rates based on employee age.
Possibly the most controver-

sial proposal, that which would
require a- contribution from
coverage
employees foe
of their families, will not be
recommended to the Board of
Regents. The recomr4ndations
do stipulate, however, that new
employees be advised of the
likelihood that such contribu(Cont'd on page 16)
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A summary of the presidential debate
LOUISVI1 .F Ky.( AP I — Here, at a glance,
is a
summary of Sunday night's debate on domestic
policies between President Reagan and
Walter
F. Mondale.
BUDGET DEFICIT
Reagan said he would reduce the federal
budget deficit through economic growth,
low inflation and continued reductions in the
rate of
growth of government spending. He said
this
could be accomplished without tax
increases.
Although the president had promised
to
balance the budget by his first term, he said
the
economy had worsened in the days before
the
1980 election and he realized then "that was
no
longer possible."
Mondale said the deficit is the most important single issue of our time" and accused

Reagan of hoping it will disappear by "magic.''
He reiterated that whoever is elected will have to
raise taxes to balance the budget. "I think this is
a test of leadership and I think the American people know the difference," he said.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Mondale said he had proposed more than $100
billion in cuts in federal spending, but would not
cut Social Security, Medicare or student
assistance.
In response, Reagan said: "A president should
never say never but I am going to violate that
rule and say never. I will never stand for a reduction in Social Security benefits to people who are
now getting them."
Mondale noted that Reagan had made a
similar promise during his 1980 campaign but

after his election proposed reducing Social
Security benefits in various ways.
RELIGION
Reagan said "I have, thanks to my mother —
God rest her soul — the firmest possible faith and
belief in God." But he added, "I have not believed that prayer should be injected into a
campaign."
Mondale, noting that he was the son and son-inlaw of ministers, said he too has a "deep faith"
which he said is "probably, the reasonq am in
politics." However, he objected to what he called
Reagan's using "his faith to question the faith of
another or ... to use the power of government to
impose it on others."
ABORTION
Reagan said "I believe that until and unless someone can establish that an unborn child is not a
human being, then that child is already protected by the Constitution, which guarantees life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness to all of us."
Mondale said the question of abortion was "a

JCemey Days Sale

personal and private moral judgment," and added, "I don't know the answer to when life begins
and it's not that simple, either. You have another
life involved. Does every woman in America
have to present herself before some judge picked
by Jerry Falwell to clear her personal judgment? It won't work."
TAXATION
Mondale said those earning $200,000 a year
have so far gotten tax breaks amounting to
$60,000, while taxes "actually went up" for those
under $30,000. He said he would not raise taxes at
all for those earning under $25,000.
Reagan said the problem is not that anyone is
undertaxed, "it's that government is overfed."
He said those earning under $50,000 got a proportionately larger share of the breaks from his tax
cuts than anyone else.
Asked whether he would rule out raising taxes
in a second term, Reagan said it would always be
his "last resort. .1 say with great confidence that
I'm not going to go for a tax."
THE POOR
Reagan disputed that his policies had hurt the
truly needy, saying, "the grant programs are
greater than they have ever been, taking care of
more people than they ever have."
Mondale responded: "There is no question that
the poor are worse off. I think the president genuinely believes that they're better off. But the
figures show that about eight million more people are below the poverty line than four years
ago."

County residents injured
in wrecks over weekend

40
%
of
f
Our terrific

A Norris City, Ill. woman and a Murray
woman sustained serious injuries in a threevehicle accident over the weekend, just west of
Murray on Johnny Robertson Road and Ky. 94,
according to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The wreck occurred at approximately 4:47
p.m. Sunday aLernoon when a tractor-trailer rig
loaded with 4,600 gallons of milk, driven by
Earnest Larry Washburn, 28, of Sedalia
,reportedly attempted a left turn onto Johnny
Robertson Road while a 1984 Oldsmobile driven
tky Martha V. Black, 68, of Norris City,Ill, pulled
from'a stop sign into the path of a 1968 Fprd van.
The van struck the Oldsmobile, which in turn
struck the tractor-trailer rig, according to the
sheriff's department.
Injured were the driver of the van, Jackie
Lynn Matthews, 49, of Fulton and a passenger in
the Oldsmobile, Naomi W. Farris, of Murray.
The only serious injuries involved Black and
Farris, who were both taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They were both listed in stable
condition.
Two county residents were admitted to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a
traffic accident Saturday morning.
Walter W. Smith, 18, of Almo and Bonnie
Hicks, 60, of Route 8, Murray, were taken to the
hospital for injuries suffered in the two-car accident at the corner of Kentucky highways 1824
and 464. Smith was released Sunday, and Hicks
was in satisfactory condition.
According to Kentucky. State Police, the accident occurred at about 11 a.m. A vehicle driven
by William T. Hicks, 69, of Route 8 was reportedly southbound on 1824. Because of the heavy rain
he did not see Smith's vehicle, which was westbound on 464, and struck it in the right side.
William Hicks was treated and released from
the hospital, police said.

trans-seasonal
poplin jacket
Reg. $80. Rugged rope style With hideaway hood, double-entry patch pockets
In polyester cotton poplin with
polyester fill Choice of super solids in
men's sizes S,M.L.XL

Sale 38.99

Reg. $65. Basic bomber style, Just right
from now 'til spring With plaid-lined
zip-off hood, knit cuffs and waistband
Polyester ,cotton poplin warmed up with
polyester fill Solid color choices in
men's sizes S,M,L,XL

Weather-wise
flannel shirt

6.99 and 7.99

6.99. A cold weather classic—the plaid
flannel shirt, warm and wonderfully
comfortable in 100% cotton With bias-cut
pocket, back yoke, button cuffs, shirttail
bottom Colorful plaid choices
Men's sizes S.M.L.XL
Tall men's sizes MT,LT.XLT. 7.99

Former teacher files suit
A former Murray High School speech
and
hearing therapist has filed a civil suit against
the
Murray Board of Education following the
nonrenewal of her contract for the 1984-85
school
year.
Diane Wilson, who was hired by the
school
district in 1980 under a "limited contract
of
employment" filed the suit against the school
board in September. The suit included
two
counts under KRS Chapter 161 and
included
several demands including her being reinstate
d
to her former position.
After being informed, by letter, that her demand to be reinstated had been denied by
the
school board, Wilson requested a written
state- rnent containing the specific, detailed
and complete statement of grounds as to why her
contract was not renewed.
School Superintendent Robert Jeffrey replied
stating that several factors were involved
in
Wilson's contract not being renewed, including
"declining school enrollment viewed against a
virtually fully tenured staff" and that the school
board "wanted to receive additional applicati
ons
and to choose from those applications for
the
very best possible person for the Murray
School
System." The statement included a declaration
which laid "no specific fault" on Wilson
and
thanked her for her services while she
was
employed in the school system.

Murray man arrested

25% off

Every man's sweater in stock!

Just a sampling from our entire line, all at 25% savings
Sale 14.25 Reg $19 Classic V-neck pullover in Orlon*
acrylic knit. Lots of solid colors in men's sizes S,M,L,XL
Sale $18 Reg $24 Full-fashioned crewneck sweater in a
blend of woorpolyester Solids and heathers Men's
sizes S.M.L.XL
Argyle-patterned crewneck sweater, Reg $22 Sale 16.50
Jacquard-dotted crewneck sweater, Reg $24 Sale $18

•

Sale15.99 and 19.99

Levi's,shirt and jeans team.

Sale 19.99 Reg. $25. Take cover for the street scene in
Levi's* Urban Camouflage top. Your choice of three
terrific twill-pieced styles in cotton Jersey Men's sizes
S.M.L.XL
Sale 15.99 Reg $22 The distinctive back pocket stitching
tells everyone that these are Levi's* jeans with that
famous fit. Choice of styles in traditional dark blue cotton
denim Men's waist sizes
Sale prices effective through 10114184

JCPennoy

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
(502)759-1400

A Murray man was arrested Thursday night in
Henry County on two Circuit Court convictions of
driving while intoxicated.
Harry Alexander Duford, 45, was arrested and
charged by Tennessee authorities after it was
revealed that he had been found guilty in 1983 of
driving while intoxicated and was sentenced to
15 months in jail, fined $1,000 and had his driver's
license revoked for two years.
Duford appealed, but failed to appear in court
to hear the Appeals Court ruling upholding last
year's conviction and sentence.
Duford is currently being held in the Henry
County Jail, according to the sheriff's department, which made the arrest.

Correction
In a story published last week concerning the
transition of the Miss Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant from its current affiliation
With the Miss America Pageant to that of the
Miss USA Pageant a spokesman for the university noted that there have been no representative's from Murray'
However, Tammy Melendez, the current _Miss
Kentucky USA 1984 did represent Murray in the
pageant held in Lakeland, Florida.
According to Miss Melendez, local sponsors
raised some $3,000 to send her to the pageant.
She was a Murray State University student for
four years.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Mitch McConnell had to give up his
ticket to the presidential
debate, but his payoff
was the kind of advertising money can't buy — a
chance to bask in the
spotlight with President
Reagan.
Within minutes of
Reagan's debate
against Democrat
Walter F. Mondale on
Sunday, McConnell, the
GOP nominee for U.S.
Senate, was standing at
the president's elbow
before a cheering
throng in the Hyatt
Regency

"I had to choose (between the rally and' the
debate) because I
couldn't get from the
debate to here" before
the Secret Service sealed off the hotel, McConnell, the Jefferson County judge-executive, said
later in an interview.
Reagan • didn't disappoint McConnell, who is
locked in a bitter battle
with two -term
Democratic incumbent
Sen. Walter "Dee'
Huddleston.

although he stumbled, "Cissy" Musselman, Warner.
"I think the president
calling the candidate who was injured in a
"O'Donnell," before traffic accident at the showing Up with Mitch
same time news reports and Suzanne has got to
correcting himself.
Also sharing the plat- were surfacing that she be very beneficial,"
form was Suzanne had falsified informa- said Philip Thompson,
Warner, a late GOP en- tion about her executive director of the
state GOP. "But don't
trant in the 3rd District education.
congressional race
Kentucky GOP get me wrong. They've
against incumbent Rep. leaders said the got to run their camRomano Mazzoli, a reflected glow of paigns; they can't sit
Reagan's glory should back."
Louisville Democrat.
Larry Forgy, director
Ms. Wanner was be a boon to both Mcchosen to replace Elaine Connell and Ms. of the Reagan-Bush

Reagan referred to
McConnell as "a man
we need in the Senate,"
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campaign in Kentucky,
"Ronald Reagan is 25 things. I'm proud to be
said "the whole excite- points ahead in Ken- running with him. I
ment of this thing is go- tucky. That's quite an agree with him on most
ing to help Mitch."
undertow," he said. things."
"The other congres- "Anything that can get
McConnell declined to
sional candidates aren't these candidates near say whether Kenin the fight Mitch is in. the president is going to tuckians would see the
It's going to accentuate help them."
image-of he and Reagan
the senate race in my
Asked if /his ap- together in campaign
opinion," Forgy said.
pearance witlilleagan advertisements for the
Forgy even suggested could be a tangible boost remaining four weeks of
Reagan's coattails were to his campaign, Mc- the race, saying he
long enough to reach Connell said: "I think it didn't want to tip his
Ms. Warner.
takes a combination of hand to HuddleSton.

Cenney Days Sale
25%
to
40%
All women's
Fall-into-Winter
outerwear on sale
Come in and select your favorite
season-spanner now. Here are just a
few examples of all our outerwear for
women. You'll find lots more in store
at savings from 25% to 50%

Sale 39.99

LAKER BAND WINS HONORS — The CCHS
Laker Band traveled to Franklin Kentucky to
partidipate in the 16th annual Franklin-Simpson
Marching Festival. Field Commander Michelle
Ford won best field commander in the Sand's
class, the Laker Guard won best band front in the
claps, and the Laker Band placed 2nd in Class C
competition. Pictured above is Bully Greer,
guard captain, Dan wright, band director, and
Michelle Ford, field commander. Kelly Aplin is
assistant band dirctor, and Charles Profitt guard
instructor.

Reg. $60. Your timeless fashion traditional Smooth flannel blazer in a neat
polrester, wool blend Nylon lined In
solids to harmonize with everything
Misses sizes 8 to 18

Sale 24.99
Orig. $45. You'll pair and wear this
dashing classic blazer of 100% cotton
corduroy everywhere. A beauty in
season-right solid colors
Misses' sizes 8 to 18

Sale 38.99
Orig. $79. Our popularpoplin stadium
jacket of cotton/polyester warmed up
with a toasty lining. Neutral tones in
misses' sizes 8 to 18

Sale 58.99
Reg. $79. Hooded stadium jacket flashes
a fashionable leaf applique on the
sleeve Cozily quilted polyester cotton
poplin in choice of solid colors
Juniors' sizes S.M,L
Intermediate markdowns may have been
taken.

The Murray High School Tiger band brought
home several honors irons the Music City Invitational contests held in Nashville Saturday. The
bahd received a trophy for Superior Drum Major, Superior Guard and Superior Band. They
also received first place honors for Guard Small
Division, Drum Major Small Division, Class D
Band, and the Mayor's Cup during the actual
competition. Some 24 bands from Tennessee and
Kentucky participated in the event held at the
Dupont High School in Hermitage. Pictured
above_is Heather,Doyle,drum major with Iwo of
the MCI officials. Murray is the first band to take
the rotating trophy out of Tennessee.

Lions District Governor
will address Murray club
James B. Morton,
District Governor 43K,
Lions of Kentucky, will
be the featured speaker
at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club. This
will be Tuesday, Oct. 9,

James B. Morton
District Governor
-44

at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's
House.
Morton is a member
of the Henderson City
Lions Club and currently has over six years of

perfect attendance. He
was president of his club
in 1981 and was selected
as Lion of the Year by
his club in 1984.
The district governor
has served as zone
chairman of Region III
Zone 1, Cabinet
Secretary Treasurer
and Lt. Governor. He
was elected as district
governor and chairman
of the Council of Governors this year. He has
attended eight district
conventions, five state
conventions, four international conventions
and four USA-Canada
forums.
Morton is employed
by Firestone Steel Products Company as assistant division controller.
He and his wife, Jane
Wilson Morton, have
four sons and two
grandchildren?'
Ilarris and
jEte410,,y
ana1It.' „Teel-dent
of the Murray Lions
Club, urge all Members
to attend thiS special
meeting to the hear
Morton speak.

20%
off
and
$13
off
$6
25%
to
50%
Save
Toes
Sheer
pantihose
Sweater up for Fall
All handbags in store
Just a sampling of handbags at terrific savings:
Sale 9.99 Orig. $20. Swingy leather hobo in three
mid-size styles. Fall/Winter fashion colors.
Sale $18 Reg. $24. Double-handle leather bag with
multi-compartments. Choice of styles, colors.
Leather clutch bag, Orig. $20 Sole 11.99
Roomy vinyl bag, Reg. $14 Sale 10.50
Interfitediate markdowns may have been taken.

Sale 12.99 Ong. $19. Snowflakes form a fanciful
jacquard pattern on a classic crewneck pullover.
Choice of designs and colors in easy-care acrylic
knit. Misses' sizes S,M,L
Sale 12.99 Orig. $26. Our Hunt Club'shetland
wOol pullover comes in a palette of pretty pastels
to go with your skirts and pants Junior sizes S,M,L
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken.,

Last week to save! Stock up now on these, and
more, at 20% savings.
Sale 1.27 Reg. 1.59. Just as perfect with strappy
sandals as with walking oxfords. Comfortable
cotton shield, FlexXtraR nylon legs. In-lovely
shades. Proportioned for great fit in sizes SAL.
--Queen size, short or tall, Reg. 1.79 Sale 1.43.
Sale.prices effective through 10114/84

_

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
(502)759-1400
.1984 j C Per,ney Ccrmpany Inc
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PERSPECTIVE
Sympathies sour
for Nicaragua
A distinct but vocal minority of Americans.
mostly those active in liberal left circles, still
sympathizes with the Sandinistas' Marxist
revolution in Nicaragua. Those who do should
read Robert S. Leiken's devastating indictment
of Sandinista rule published in the Oct. 8 issue of
The New Republic magazine. Leiken provides
the most potent antidote yet for the hazy vision
that seems to afflict those in this country who are
still willing to make excuses for the Sandinistas.
Let it be said at the outset that Leiken, a senior
associate at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, has impeccable credentials for
criticizing the Sandinistas. He once sympathized
with them. He testified in Congress against U.S.
aid to the contras, the anti-communist guerrillas
in Nicaragua. He edited a book on conflict in Central America that was critical of the-Kissinger
Commission's findings. And Leiken has traveled
to Nicaragua six times since the overthrow of
Somoza and the victory of the Sandinistas in
1979.
Each successive visit, he writes, drained his
"initial reservoir of sympathy for the Sandinistas." What Leiken found in Nicaragua during a 10-day stay last August seems to have
drained the reservoir bone dry.
Start with the economy. Leiken noted growing
numbers or hungry and naked children, pervasive shortages of such staple foods as beans
and rice, and Soviet-bloc queuing at stores for
what little is available. The Sandinistas blame
these and other indices of Nicaragua's failing
economy on the contras and on U.S. eccinomic
sanctions. Nonsense, says Leiken, the economy
was deteriorating long before the contras began
attacking economic targets last year.
Leiken cites International Monetary Fund
figures showing a drop in real *ages of 71 percent just from 1979 to 1981. And, despite U.S.
trade restrictioos, fully one-fourth of all
Nicaraguan exports still go to the United States.
The -Saridiriisfas' Vaurited literacy program
seems to have been more public- relations than
education*. Leiken found many canipesinos who
learned nothing or no more than how to sign their
rames. Government corruption? It's back, says
Leiken, just as in the bad old Somoza days, except that now it is the Sandinistas who are on the
take and who call for public sacrifices even as
they indulge private luxury.
But what rankles Leiken the most is the Sandinistas' betrayal of their promises of
democracy and political pluralism. The
neighborhood Sandinista Defense Committees
spy on everyone. Political dissidents, many of
them disillusioned former Sandinistas, are
beaten .up by government-sanctioned thugs or
tossed into jail. Ration cards are collected to enforce attendance at Sandinista meetings and
rallies. The presidential "election" the Sandinistas are staging this fall is an utter sham.
Despite all this, Leiken finds few discerning
critics of the Sandinistas among the foreign
press in Managua. More is the pity because the
lesson of Nicaragau is precisely the lesson many
well-intentioned liberals in the United States and
Western Europe seem incapable of learning. No
enlightened person would deny the need for
reform in countries such as pre-Sandinista
Nicaragua. But whether in China, Cuba, Vietnam, or Nicaragua, Marxist revolutions breed
tyranny and poverty, not liberation and prosperity. Why must so many in the West be surprised
anew each time this turns out to be so?
Among the American academics, clergymen,
and assorted "peace" activists who profess to
see something wholesome about the Marxist
revolutionaries in El Salvador, say, or
Guatemala are future Robert Leikens. Their
disillusioning pilgrimages to some future "People's Republic of Er Salvador" or "Democratic
Republic of Guatemala" would reveal what the
real Leiken finds today in Nicaragua. But can't
the lesson be learned before yet another domino
is toppled?----
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Fritz should add punch to speech
Among the bigger jerks in our
society are people who attend a
speech for the sole purpose of
preventing the speaker from being
heard. They are known as
hecklers.
Hecklers are becoming newsworthy because they've begun popping
up at the campaign stops of Walter
Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro.
Especially Mondale's.
Their tactics are simple enough.
When Mondale starts talking, they
start yelling, chanting, taunting,
sneering and jeering.
It's not a spontaneous outburst.
Hecklers in California admit that
they've been coached in the art of
heckling by Reagan campaign
workers.

Nor do they think that there's
anything wrong with trying to prevent a political candidate from being heard. ,
As one of their heckling coaches
solemnly put it: "I think it is appropriate to have our people there
to show their support for Ronald
Reagan."
That's the mark of the true jerk:
you not only do something obnoxious, but you try to justify it as
desirable behavior.
If all they wanted to do was show
that they support Reagan, they
could go to one of his rallies and
cheer. But that's not what they're
up to. They don't care about being
heard. They just 'want to prevent
Mondale from being heard. It's a
big difference.

Even Reagan tried to justify the
heckling. Although he said he wished people wouldn't do it, he added:
"I suppose if the speaker has a
right to be heard, they've (the
hecklers) got a right to be heard."
Reagan didn't elaborate on his
remarkable thought: that trying to
prevent somebody else from speaking is an exercise in the right of
free speech. George Orwell would
have been fascinated.
The question is, what do you do
about hecklers?
Some candidates try to win them
over with charm, wit or humor. But
it's wasted on jerks. If they had any'
wit, they wouldn't be standing
there braying like jackasses.
Others try to reason with them.

,0
afget
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1954 Caller, News Service

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: My parents left
me some money, which my second
husband and I used to buy a home
for our retirement. I would like this
property to someday belong to the
children of my first marriage since
it is part of their inheritance from
their grandparents. Can I arrange
It so that, if I die first, my husband_
tali'enjoy -the froliertY aiiiink his
lifetime and my children can in-

substantially raised our property
herit it after his death? K.B.
taxes — more than we think is fair.
ANSWER: If the property is in
Is there anything we can do? M.T.
your name, you can make
ANSWER: Yes. Taxpayers
whatever provisions you wish
always have the right of appeal.
regarding who is to inherit it after
But it's important to be able to proyou die. However, if you and your
ve your case: Make sure that your
husband own the home jointly and
house's size and condition were acyou die first, he will automatically
curately recorded — that a half
own the entire property and can
bath was not recorded as a full
leave it to anyone he pleases. If this
bath, for example, or inadequate
is the case, ask your husband to
wiring overlooked. Use pictures to
sign the deed over to you. (Some
document such defects as a crackestate taxes may be saved by doing
ing foundation or old plumbing fixthis.) You can then write a will givtures. You should also find out
ing him a "life estate" in the prowhether comparable houses have
perty and leaving it, at his death, to
been similarly assessed and check
your children.
recent local sales prices to see if
HEARTLINE: My wife and I
the actual market value of your
have bought a home in a southern
house is close to the new assessed
state where we will soon be retirvalue. Then seek an adjustment
ing. We will have a small savings
and Our social ceritrity_ Our new_ - Irom- the assessor end, if this-falls,
go to the appeals board in your new
retirement town recently reassesstown.
ed all residential property and

which is also a waste of time. The
political heckler is a first cousin of
the sports spectator who dumps
beer on an outfielder's head. How
do you reason with a boob who
dumps beer on your head?
Some, such as Mondale, give
them a stern lecture on fairness.
That accomplishes nothing
because the heckler is also a first
cousin of the common vandal. And
If you tried to lecture somebody
who sprayed obscenities on your
house, he'd simply spray them on
the front of your shirt.
The fact is, jerks are immune to
charm, wit, reason or fairness.
That's why they're jerks. You can't
explain to a jerk why it's wrong to
push into the front of a line or let
his dog dump on your lawn. If they
weren't jerks, they wouldn't do it in
the first place.
No, history tells us that there is
only one way to deal with a jerk.
And that is with physical violence.
I'm not talking about killing or
maiming thgm. While that might
be deserved, the ACLU would
make a fuss.
But when hecklers appear, Mondale should first give them a warning. When they ignore the warning
— as jerks inevitably do — he
should leap from the' _speaker's
platform and bash one of them in
the nose.
You wonder if I'm serious. Of
course. I'm always serious.
By punching them, Mondale
would accomplish two goals.
First, he'd be rid,of the hecklers.
Jerks take themselves seriously,
but that's hard to do when your
nose is dripping blood on your tie.
They would slink away.
Second, and most important, he
would turn his campaign around.
He would experience a sudden and
dramatic surge in the polls. He
might even be elected.
Why? Because Mondale's biggest liability is that he is perceived
as being soft. A wimp, to use an
unkind word.
On the other hand, President
Reagan — because he gives such
snappy salutes to the Marine
guards when he gets off an
airplane, and talk's so tough to
unknown terrorists every time they
succeed in blowing up one of our
embassies — is thought of as a
"man's man."
Consider this. When John Wayne
was heckled, what did he do? Of
course. He threw the heckler
through the barroom window.
Nobody ever called the Duke a
wimp.
Sure, those were movies and this
is real life. But so what? Reagan
treats real life like the movies, so
why shouldn't Mondale?
All Mondale has to do is just slug
a few of them. Then bark at the TV
cameras: "Let this be a warning to
all enemies of free speech — both
here and abroad!" and he could
start writing his inauguration
address.
The worst that would happen is
that Mondale would lose the sizable
jerk vote. But, then, he never had it
anyway.
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Ten years ago
The Calloway County Board of
'-Education has set Oct. 10 as the
day for moving into the three new
elementary schools in Calloway
County, according to Supt. William
B. Miller.
Cadet Robert Waters was recently awarded the distinguished
military student award at Murray
State University.
The name of Gilbert Graves, who
was killed 50 years ago while playing football for the Murray State
Normal School, will be placed on a
memorial plaque at the Roy
Stewart Stadium. The main
thoroughfare to the stadium will be
officially christened as "Gilbert
Graves Drive" on Oct. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. J.F. (Boss) Brown
will Observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 18.
David R. Smiqi, New Concord, is
stationed at Keesler Air Force
.
Base, Mississippi,
Twenty years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Highways has received orders•
from the Kentucky Turnpike
Authority to proceed with
engineering plans for a 45-mile toll
turnpike from the Kentucky Dam
to Fulton.
--AeOpen houqe will be held tonight
159 the Parent-teacherAssoctation
at Murray- High School, accorging
to Mrs. Eurie Garland, chairman.'
Dr. and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud, Dr.'
and Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, Dr. and

4

Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, Dr. and Mrs.
A.D. Wallace and Dr. Harold Gish
attended the 17th annual fall officers conference of the Kentucky
Dental Association held Oct. 6 at
Kentucky Dam Village Inn.
Miss Maxine Sage and Gary
Neale were married Oct. 3 at St.
Alphonaus Catholic Church, Dearborn, Mich.
Murrelle Walker, Judy Parker
and Essie Caldwell had high individual three games in the Dillar
or Dollar Bowling League at Corvette Lanes.
Thirty years ago
Rob Huie, superintendent of the
Murray Water and Sewer System,
today reminded potential
customers of the system that they
must first secure a tapping permit
before sewer laterals are extended
to any property.
The Bank of Murray will have an
open house tomorrav at its newly
remodeled building at Fourth and
Main Streets, according to George
Hart, president of the bank.
Mr. and:Mrs. D.B. Byars were
honored at a supper in celebration
of their 56th wedding anniversary
on Oct. 1 at the. home of Mr. and
Mrs. Odle Morris.
csr,r Lee Farris, Cecil - Docifia,
7_31 Stalls, Belva Pill
Jean We.
and Mildred Bell are among the
new officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Local persons selected as

various chairmen for the Alben
Barkley Campaign in Calloway
County include Glindel Reaves,

Mrs. Stark Erwin, Mrs. Whit Imes,
Mrs. Bill Barker and Mrs. Clara
Griffin.

Due To The
Great Turn Out
To Our 994
Breakfast
We're Doing It Again

Pa

410 Main Street

That's Right! Everyday
There Will Be A 99c
Breakfast Special.
So Stop In And Eat
.Breakfast With Us
(
t nly 49
For o
Call In Orders 759-4492
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Try Writing Letter to the Editor
Note: The following tips
were compiled from a public
service campaign by International Paper.. Inc.
Recently, in a most unscientific of surveys, we took a
poll of newspapers. Two newspapers, to be exact.
On one hand was one of
our country's national "newspapers of record," The New York
Times. On the other hand and
on the other coast was the Sammamish Valley News, a community weekly in the Pacific
Northwest.
We really didn't feel it was
necessary to go any further than
those two to make our point —
and that is that newspapers offer a remarkable potential for
readers to speak out.
In New York on a typical
Monday morning, Times readers read about:
School effectiveness; the
PLO; nuclear fuel; the Caribbean Basin Initiative; tuition tax
credits; America's ships; care for
the emotionally disturbed.
In the Sammamish Valley,
the opinions covered:
Business inefficiency; the
penal system; traffic problems.
Those are just two of thousands of publications across the
country. And, because of that,
there are countless other opportunities to get your beliefs to
print, too,
that reason, we have
this letters-to-the-editor advice
from journalists and activists
alike.

ir

When should you write?
Try it when you have a
strong positive or negative opinion about a story, an editorial,
or another letter in the newspaper.
Write when you have a
strong comment or a new perspective about other events in
the news, be they local or international.
Also, write when a publication makes a tactual error that
concerns you; or when you

want to thank the paper for do- ject is particularly sensitive and
They might choose to run
ing a particularly fine job or for if the writer requests that. How- the entire letter; they might edit
supporting your point of view. ever, you can't count on this it and run key points; or they
might not run it at all. Reasons
happening.)
What's the most effective way
Attach supporting material why a letter might not appear
to get started?
only if you believe it is essential. include: too many letters on the
Don't procrastinate. News (Remember, the goal is to get same subject, limited newspaper
is perishable. So are letters your letter published so you can space, an unclear point of view,
about the news.
share you beliefs with others.) too long a letter, too messy, or
Read other letters to the edYou might indicate a car- many others. (Try not to get
itor in the publication that in- bon copy to an elected official discouraged if you don't make
terests you. Figure out what ap- if the letter concerns that per- it into print. Keep in mind that
proaches and what subjects son. (Similarly, some people your letter might have some imseem to work best.
who write to their legislators or pact, even if it isn't printed.)
Do what professional others in government send
Occasionally, an excepwriters do: Start with a rough copies of those letters to news- tional letter or one with an Undraft if you have time. Then re- paper editors. Of course, don't usual point of view or new facts
fine your arguments and syntax do that if you don't want it may spur the newspaper staff
and prepare the letter you will published.)
into investigating the subject
send.
What's the best tone for a letter? further and writing an editorial,
When starting your draft, a column, or a news story. (If
What's the best format?
you might imagine you are talk- that happens, it's recommendBe brief, concise. One ing face-to-face with the editor. ed you send a letter of thanks
typed page or two handwritten In such situations, most of us for the newspaper's fine job of
pages are plenty.
for their supprobably would be straightfor- coverage
-Strive for neatness and leg- ward, yet polite. So, it's wise to -port, too, if it is given.)
ibility, with margins all around. steer clear of irrelevancies, per- What else can you do?
White paper is preferred. sonal criticisms and such negaWrite to other newspapers,
Personal stationery is ap- tive approaches as, "You people if appropriate, or to specialpropriate, too.
don't know what you're talking interest magazines. Writing too
about" or "Your recent editorial maw letters to one publication,
What should be included?
was sheer stupidity."
however, is an easy way to get
Start with a salutation. It's
The watchwords for writ- the label of "crank."
hard to go wrong with "Dear ing letters to editors include reaGet friends who share your
Editor" or -To the Editor."
sonableness, honesty, balanced point of view to write. But ask
Refer to the subject and arguments and so on. State them to write their own letters
date, if you are commenting your facts accurately, whether rather than copying a "formula"
about something that appeared drawn from relevant sources-or piece. A disservice will be done
earlier. Thus, letters might begin personal experience.
to your cause if everyone sends
with„"In your Dec. 21 editorial,
In truth, those are all char- the same letter.
you said . . .," or "I challenge acteristics we like to see in news
Also, watch for opportunithe 'facts' and reasoning in John, coverage and editorials, too. tiesto express your views
Smith's Dec. 15 letter about. Sometimes its difficult to follow through call-in shows and a
. . ." But don't spend too much such guidance when a problem viewer or listener responses to
of your valuable space recount- is really gnawing on us. But it's radio and television station eding an argument with which worth it when writing to a itorials.
you disagree.
newspaper.
All in all, writing letters to
Write a clear statement of
Give praise if it's deserved, the editor provides unique opyour point of view, plus as tOo; and support the editorial portunities to comment and be
much elaboration as you can of- stand of a newspaper if it's an active in the political. governfer in a brief message. Try to issue about which you feel ment arena. Its impact can be as
build on just one main idea.
strongly.
significant as door-belling and
Include your name, ad- What will happen
signature-gathering, and even
dress and phone number. Also to your letter?
more so, yet it's something that
identify ,your affiliation if you
Most likely, your letter will can be done effectively right
are writing for an organization be read at a weekly newspaper from home. Give it a try the
or company. (Some publica- by the editor and at a daily by next time u're really bothered
tions will withhold identifica- the editor of the editorial page (or pleased) by something going
tion of letter writers if the sub- or an assistant. .
on in government.

.-and

"Our liberty depends on
freedom of the press and that
cannot be limited without being
'lost".
Those words by Thomas
Jefferson tell us something
about the real meaning of the
First Amendment. They fortify
the purpose and the intent of the
guarantees the framers of our
Constitution gave us when they
structured the future of our
nation.
Jefferson's words leave little room for interpretation —
they're clear, concise, meaningful. We Americans know.,
- although sometimes we forget to
-irticulate — that a strong country and a strong, free press-are
inseparable. So we might take
pause during National Newspaper Week to reflect on Jefferson's words and to remind ourselves that any effort, regardless

important decisions we all t.ace
in our day-to-day living.
Newspapers are, indeed a
part of our daily lives. They are
a staying power for freedom
and a mighty force in helping
make our democracy work. We
must never lose sight of the
press freedoms we have which
make it possible for newspapers
to carry out their responsibilities.
We should cherish the freedoms our Forefathers gave us —
and we should guard them
tenaciously.
William C. Marcil
President and Publisher
The Forum
Fargo, N.D.
Chairman and President
American Newspaper
PublisherS Association

The Free Press: Democracy's First Defense
You, as an American, are
proud of your freedoms, and
rightly so. The United States is,
without question, the most free
society that exists today. Yet it
is becoming apparent that your
pride does not fully encompass
freedom of the press — a freedom upon which many of your
freedoms are based — in anything more than an abstract
way. It is shocking to me as a
media attorney, and should be
shocking to you as a member of
the American public, that in a
recent survey, just under twothirds of those questioned said
they would not oppose some
form of government censorship
of the press, under certain
circumstances.
The history of the United
States, from an international
perspective, has been one largely free of revolution and serious
domestic violence. Although the
United States is one of the
youngest countries in the world,
its constitutional government is
one of the oldest. While over the
last two centuries much of the
world has experienced violent
revolution and repression, and
many countries a revolving
door of constitutions, we have
remained relatively stable.
It is no coincidence that
during this time the United
States has created and maintained a truly free press. This is
because a common feature of
revolution and repression (whether by the left or by the right)
is gaining and maintaining unyielding governmental control
over national and local media.
Put another way, a truly free
press makes it very difficult for
a government without popular
support to rule.
Without open and vigorous discussion of all ideas, a
democracy can not operate.

Mtierray Ledger-&
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of the source, to limit a free
press would have a chilling effect on the freedoms we as a nation are privileged to- enjoy.
We're a fortunate people and we
have a lot to be thankful for —
and press freedom ranks high
among our precious treasures.
Newspapers play a formidable role in our whole democratic system. They are an important part of our history and
a powerful voice in steering the
development of our nation.
They are an indispensable part
of all of us and of the communities they serve. Newspapers inform, they interpret, they
help place complex matters in
perspective, they entertain, and
they are the number one advertising medium. They serve the
diverse needs of their readers by
providing the kind of information all of us need to make tKose

And without a free press, information on which to base those
discussions would not be available. Moreover, the press provides a forum in which some of
those discussions take place,
and serves as a catalyst for
many, many others.
Studies have shown that
there is a serious anti-press
mood permeating American attitudes. This is due partly to
your perception that the press is
arrogant, and regularly engages
in editorial excesses and unethical conduct. No doubt Watergate has had a significant influence. You see the postWatergate press not only as a
significant power in American
society and culture, but one that
is largely accountable to no one.
There is no doubt that
sometimes the press is arrogant,
and engages in all sorts of excesses. Yet this just says that individuals who make up the
American press are, like you
and I, human. Nothing more,
nothing less.
Mule much lip service will
be given to the virtues of the
American tradition of the free
press during National Newspaper Week, little will be said of
the fact that much of the
American public — including
many public officials — do not
understand what journalists do,
nor how they do it.
This is due in no small part
to the media itself. For a group
whose business is communications, publishers have done an
extraordinarily poor job in
keeping the public informed as
to who, what, where, how, and
why the media does what it
does. There is little doubt about
this, and the,press is beginning
to realize it.
On the other hand, part of
the problem lies with you, the

American public. You know little about how the press works,
and have little appreciation of
exactly how hard it is to walk
the thin line between writing
opinion and vigorously reporting facts in an interesting way.
Characterizing the death of a
Mafia figure as "mysterious"
may be in opinion, but in many
cases it is a "fact."
You often hold the media
to unrealistic standards. The
press has made mistakes, is
making mistakes, and will make
mistakes. There is no way
around it. That is the nature of
the human condition, and to expect anything less is not
reasonable.
From the publishers' point
of view, you must alsorealize
that it is extreltely difficult to
be fair while reporting on one's
own activities or those of a colleague (or competitor). Because
of this difficulty, the press has
often sidestepped reporting on
itself — not because it is trying
to downplay or hide its activities, but simply because it is
afraid that it will not do a good
job in an objective way.
The solution to the negative public perception of the
media is explanation and education by the press about the
press. Not explanation or oversight by the government. Not
censorship. Not huge libel verdicts. But education. The issue
is important to you, to the
press, and most of all, to our
democratic system of government.
It is up to the press to provide it, arid up to you to ask for
it.
Robert J. Brinkrnann
General Counsel National Newspaper
Association
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Smith will give lecture

Tennis play Wednesday

Dr. Walter Smith, assistant professor of art
history at Murray State University, will presept
a slide lecture on the art of India in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on Wednesday, Oct. 10, at 8 p.m.
Entitled "The Great Lord and the Daughter of
the Mountain: Shiva and Shaki in the Art and
Literature of India," Smith will discus's the
representation of Hinduism's two most important gods. Smith studied and travelled in India as
an American Institute of Indian Studies Fellow,
and *received his PhD in Indian art history from
the University of Iowa. The gallery is located on
the fourth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Center on
the Murray State Campus. Admission is free and
the public is invited.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wednesday, Oct. 10, at the
Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
8:30 a.m. at the entrance to Murray-Calloway
County Park to go to Kenlake. The lineup is as
follows: Court One — Renee Wynn, Martha Andrus, Kathy Kopperud and Marilyn Germann;
Court Two — Vicky Holton, Vickie Jones, Leisa
Faugtur and Alice Rouse.

Graf plans exhibition
Raymond Graf will present his baccalaureate
exhibition of sculpture, painting, and drawing on
the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University, starting Wednesday, Oct. 10, and continuing
through Sunday, Oct. 21. Graf is a BFA candidate in ceramics and sculpture. Admission is
free.

Skating party Tuesday
A Skating Party and Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools will be Tuesday, Oct. 9,
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray.
Children may skate for $2.50 each with $1 to go to
the PTO of the schools. Parents, guardians and
teachers may skate for 25 cents each.

State Farm
Medicare Supplement Insurance*

c
3
„
•
A
,.• .,

It can_pay some charges
Medicare doesn't pay.
Jone Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

like a good
neighbOr,
State Farm Is there.

Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play
bridge at 9:30 a.m. with Juliet Wallis as hostess.
A luncheon will be served as noon with Marilyn
Adkins and Sheila Grogan as co-chairmen of the
hostesses. Also serving will be Annie Knight,
Cyndi Cohoon, Lynn Houston, Joni Billington,
Polly Seale, Janet Ward, Kamen Ginglesi Joan
Wilson, Norma Workman, Vicki Nance, Judy
Latimer and Karen Alexander. Reservations
should be made today, Monday.
The ladies closed the golf season on Wednesday% Sept. 26. Only 18 ladies played as several
took part in an out-of-town tournament. Intik; Orr,
hostess for a three club special play, listed the
winners as follows: Barbara Stacy, low gross;
Toni Hopson, runner-up; Mary Bell Overbey,low
net; Euldene Robinson and Martha Sue Ryan,
tied for runner-up; Edith Garrison, low putts.

UNICEF Drive planned
The Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs of Murray High
School will conduct the community UNICEF
drive on Monday, Oct. 15, from 6 to 8 p.m. Proceeds will be used to alleviate the suffering of
children throughout,the world. Any local groups
wishing to work,with the two clubs in the drive
are asked to contact Mrs. Mary Ann Russell or
Jerry Crider at Murray High School no later than
Thursday. Oct. 11, phone 753-5202.

Directors will meet
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DIET CENTER.
"I lost 25 pounds
in 7 weefcs, and
re never felt
better."

s

.Our exclusive nutritional
supplement tor a taster, easier
weight loss, without feeling
hungry
feeling of well-being and
accomplishment
• Love inches as welt
pounds
.`10,111 never

Mr. and Mrs. Elton Hutson .
pictured on wedding day

Stars plan
benefit event
at Nashville

9:10

OFME
STEVE MARTIN
LILY TOMUN

became Josephine, the
lady plumber of television commercial fame,
is getting ready to
display her collection of
more than 8,000 dolls in
a studio where she also
plans to make family
films.

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

With the collaboration
of Chuck Rice, Miss
Withers is building the
:15. 111:15
studio next to Rice's
NICK NOLTE
ColotHouse film proMaxine Jones`, local artist
JOBETH WILLIAMS
cessing firm in Burbank. It will cost nearly
E
$1 million, including the
:entrel center 783-3314 land, and will also
feature a run for stray
dogs and cats she picks
up until she can find
them permanent homes.
It is expected to be comTHE RIVER RAT (PG)
The Murray Art Guild class to start Oct. 23 Henrys Catholic
pleted in about three
*Tommy Lao Jonos
will
sponsor a class in from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Church on Oct. 19, 20
months.
FIlmod In Woitorn Ky.
Art on Porcelain (China
Mrs. Jones
and-- 21.
began
Mrs. Jones
7:00. BAN)
Miss Withers, 58, star- Painting) starting Tues- painting on china as a will give a 30-minute
demonstration at
red in dozens of films day, Oct. 23.
hobby in 1970 and has at- free
Maxine Jones will be
Art Guild,
Murray
the
and radio shows as a
tended numerous
child. By 1947, she had the artist and the classes. She has painted 103 North Sixth St., on
,,MICHAEL LANDON
a
collected 3,500 dolls, classes will be held at under the supervision of Tuesday, Oct. 16, at 9:30
many of which were her studio, Max'ine's many well-known artist a.m. preceding the Oc7:A5, LIS
business meeting
displayed during World China Kubbard.
throughout the country tober
No previous painting
of
the
Art Guild.
War II in a two-year
and has attended
traveling Show that rais- Is necessary for several schools for
GARY BUSEY
ed $2.5 million in 10-cent members of the class special training.
EMBASSY PICTURES
For information call
war stamp admissions. which may be arranged
Mrs. Jones at 436-5833 or
chestnut et. 783-3314
for day or evenings.
The artist will have a LaVerne Ryan, vice
Classes are limited to show of her work at the president of the Art
five per class with first Aurora Festival by St. Guild, at 753-6453.

CINE 1 & 2

'China Painting' workshop will
be sponsored by the Art Guild

CHERI 3
amminmmai

SAM'S

have to
worn about being over-

eight again

DIET
CENTER
Hwy. 641 The Village
M-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:30
Sat. 10-12 753-0020
•Nenememts
a
.

Mr. and Mrs. Elton
Hutson will be honored
with a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Oct. 14.
• This event will be
hosted their children
and will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. All
friends and relatives
are invited to, attend.
The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married Oct. 13, 1934 by
Magistrate Wert
Allison. Their attendants were Lottie Alton,
Warren Allbritten,
Lawton Burton and
Pearl Clark.
Mrs. Hutson, the
former Sylvia Webb, is
the daughter of the late
Payne Webb and Nola
Orr Webb.
Mr. Hutson is the son
of the late Henry Hutson
and Stella Douglas
,-Hutson.
They have four sons'
who are Rex Hutson and
wife, Verla, Nashville,
Tenn.: Henry Hutson
and wife, Patricia, and
Harold Brooks (Butch)
Hutson and wife, Jeannie, Hazel; Gary Pat
Hutson and wife, Barbie, Puryear, Tenn.'
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson
;
-ev'seven grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

Jane Withers to show dolls

EACHERS
*T

Join the mirror's of
others who are experiencing a whole
new way of life,
thanks to DietCenter.
.Deis personal counseling

Anniversary event planned Sunday

The Board of Directors of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7 p.m.at the Century 21 Real
Estate Office Annex. Items on the agenda include a proposal to insulate the Playhouse in the
Park, plans for the 1984 Season Ticket drive now
underway, a report on the 1984 Board Retreat
and plans for a new management structure for
Community Theatre.

BURBANK, Calif.
(AP) — Jane Withers,
the child star who

"This rs the first
diet program I
have-been onthat helped
me to lose
weight. keep
a off and
lose inches
where I
warned to
I received daily counseling
from someone who had lost
weight and knew my frustrations. Diet Center has
helped me develop a
whole new way of Me."

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. cditor

THE BEAR

IN.
'tucker 4
40f
j°
And
r
An
Sale
Oust
Close

5usan

Fine Arts &
Custom Framing

100 South 13th St.
lAround The Corner Fran The Dairy Queen)

Oct. 8th thru 13th
Off Custom
Custom Framing Sale 2t
d 0 Framing
Avoid The Christmas Bush
Prints By Paul Sawyier, Charles
Frace, Windhurg, and others.
Prints From $1.00 and up

,

Hrs. 10-4 Mon.-Fri. 10-12 Sat. =

19' Zenith OnlY,
$37500
21908W

13" Zenith Only
$27500

25" Zenith Only
.

Fon+artfc Savings-Ern All 191314 Models

Tucker TV Sales & Service
1914 Coldwater Road

•

By CE('ILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
PARTY FARE
Pate, French Bread;
Deviled Tomatoes, Nut
Bowl, Choice of
Beverages
Deviled Tomatoes
Rinse and dry 1 pint
about 30 good-size)
cherry tomatoes. Trim
tops and scoop out pulp.
Turn shells upside down
and drain. Fill shells
with a mixture of deviled ham (use a 41/2-ounce
can), 1,42 cup finely
grated Swiss cheese and
1,2 cup finely chopped
pimiento-stuffed green
olives. Sprinkle tops
with r cup finely grated
Swiss cheese. Cover and
chill briefly before
serving.

14

TACO TUESDAY
•
2 Crispy Tacos $1.19

Otifet

Offen: Good All Day

No Coupons - No Limit

ma CO JOHNS
Acroes from MSU Stadium
Open 10 A.M. Dolly

753-2900

Party recipe
is released

Every Tuesday

$57500
22508P

NASHVILLE. Tenn.
(AP — Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson and
Hank Williams Jr. will
join a host of country
music stars in a television special commemorating a woman
who housed and fed
aspiring musicians,
The special, to be
taped Oct. 10-11 at the
Grand Ole Opry House
and to air in 1985, will
honor Sue Brewer, who
helped musicians, including Jennings and
Kris Kristofferson,
before she died of
cancer in 1981.
Proceeds from the
concert, titled "The
Door is Always Open,"
will establish a fund to
help new songwriters.
Ms. Brewer, who
worked as a columnist
for Music City News, a
monthly country music
publication, and as a
manager of a nightclub
in Nashville, "was a
friend of a lot of people
in this town, especially
new songwriters," Jennings said. "Her door
was always open."
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,Coming community events
Monday,Oct.8
Poet Richard Robbins
will read from his work
at 8 p.m. in Barkley
Room, Curris Center,
Murray State
University. Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
club house.

Murray Education
Association will sponsor
a Get Acquainted Night
for school board candidates at 7 p.m. in Murray High School
Library.
————
Shakespeare's
"Macbeth" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 208, Faculty Hall,
Murray State University, as part of International Film Festival.

Ninety-seven percent of
the world's water is in
the ocean.

WINS AWARD —
Kiwanis "Man of the
Year" award was
presented to John Boltz,
left, newly lastalled vice
president of-the Murray
Kiwanis Club. The
award was presented by
fellow Kiwanians in
recognition of Boltz's efforts in organizing the
Scholastic Recognition
program for the top ten
1984 graduates of the
local high schools.

Tuesday,Oct.9
Tuesday,Oct.9
Wednesday. Oct. 10
jorie Crass, both at, 7
Branch of the Peoples . Church of Christ.
————
Bank.
p.m.; Ruth Wilson with
Singles Class of Dortha Jones at 7:30
————
Annual Quad-State Seventh and Poplar p.m.
String Festival will Church of Christ will
Chester Zimmer will
close with a concert at 7 meet at 7 p.m.
————
show colored slides of
p.m. in Lovett
Estelle Gray Group of Mexoco Visit at 6:30
Auditorium, Murray
First Baptist Church p.m. at First Christian
State University.
Women will meet at 9 Church.
————
a.m. with Nell Hendon.
————
Social Security
————
Session meeting of
Representative will be
Rebecca Whitaker First Presbyterian
at Robert 0. Miller Group of First Baptist Church will meet at 7:30
Courthouse Annex from Church Women will p.m. at the church.
10 a.m. to noon.
meet at 2 p.m. with
————
———— °
Rubena Dawes.
Hazel and Douglas
Murray Star Chapter
Centers will be open
No. 433 Order of the
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 10
Eastern Star will meet
for activities by the
Homemakers Clubs senior citizens.
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
will meet as follows:
hall.
————
Pace,rs with Terri
Alcoholics Bryant at 9:30 a.m.;
Anonymous will meet at Harris Grove at Ellis
8 p.m. at American Center and PottertoVin
Legion Building, South at Holiday Inn, both at
Sixth and Maple Streets. 10 a.m.; South Pleasant
Grove at 1:30 p.m. at
————
Homemakers Clubs Golden Corral; New
will meet as follows: Concord, place not
Countryside at 10 a.m. announced.
————
at Western Sizzlin•
Ladies day events at
Restaurant; New Providence at 1 p.m. with Murray Country Club
Debbra Puckett;'Paris will be bridge at 9:30
Road with Mary a.m. and luncheon at
noon.
Crutchfield.
————
————
Circles of First United
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) Methodist Church will
Club will meet at 7 p.m. ffeet as follows: Hannah with Vickie Baker
at Health Center.
and Wesleyan with Mar.
————
Murray Lions Club •
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's
Club House.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet as follows:
Maryleona Frost with
Jane Baker, Alice
Waters at church and
Bessie Tucker Norine
Winter, all at 9:30 a.m.;
Faith Doran with Ruble
Smith at 2 p.m.
————
Baptist • Women of
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will meet at 2
p.m. at church.
———
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
RITZ
ESTEE LAUDER
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Charles of The Ritz
Estee'
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Lauren
Youth Dew
Hazel and Douglas
Tuxedo
White Linen
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Evyan
Cinnabar
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
White Shoulders
Aliage
————
Most Precious
Private Collection
Ladies Bible Class
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Seventh and Poplar

Wednesday,Oct. 10

Wednesday,Oct. 10
————
Murray Bass Club' is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and
Two's at 9:30 a.m.:
Story Hours at 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Dr. Walter Smith,
assistant professor of
art history, will present
a free slide lecture at 8
p.m. in Eagle Gallery,
Fine Atts Center, Murray State University.

Baccalaureate exhibition of sculpture, painting and drawing by
Raymond Graf will be
on display at Eagle
Gallery. Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University through Oct.
21.
——
Fourth annual Mr.
MSU Contest, sponsored
by Delta Omega
Chapter of Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority,
will be at .8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Proceeds, will go to
the Arthritis Research
Fund.

Due To The Overwhelming Response,
My Perm Special Will Be Extended
Thru The Month Of October

$20 Perms, Now $14
$25 Perms, Now $18

-

Phyllis' Beauty- Shop
Phyllis McClure, Owner & Operator

r Cosmetic Counter Is Stocked With Fragrances!

WHILE SUPPLI

ST****4* *

***PRI

GER MAINE MONTEIL
Royal Secret
Germaine
Champagne

OSP

A.

Lynn Grove
Large

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

NEW OFFICERS — Murray Kiwanis Club installed new officers for
1984-85 at the Ladies Night meeting held Thursday evening, Oct. 4, at the
Sirloin Stockade. They are, from left, John Boltz, vice president; Charles
Hulick, president; John Mikuicik,secretary; Arlie Scott, Division 15 Lieutenant Governor; Jerry Churnbler of Paducah who officiated at the installation ceremonies. Harold Eversmeyer is the immediate past president of the
,Murray Kiwanis Club.

Cl)

D&T
Foods
Warehouse
While Supplies Last!
Prices Good

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts
Turner

Buttermilk

......

.

'A Gal.

99°

Nunn Better

Sausage

Meal

Flour

5 Lb.

5 Lb.

Pizza
Assorted
Variety

10 Lb.

850

Turner Ice Creg-n½ Gal. $1.88

Reelfoot

Bacon
12 Oz.

Northern Bathroom

Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

990 96° $1 29 994
Coca-Cola 6 Pk.Cans $1.69

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29

e.

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew -or
Dr. Pepper

Frito-Lay
Grandma's

Cookies
Reg. $1.69

Larvesetection of decorator
and custom colors.
STANDARD COLORS

Doz.

Nunn Better

Totinto

Potatoes

REGAL WALL STAIN'
Begutiftil, lasting velvety
fiat- finish far walls &
ceilings.

Eggs

Erwin
Hot or Mild

Sweepstake Tuna 6 Oz. 49e

Red

Save now on Moore's
very best quality
latex interior
paint.

Hours:
Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

ib49 890

•

RC, RC 100, Diet
Rite or Sundrop
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Downy
Fabric

Softener.
96 Oz.

96°
96°
$1
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Plus Deposit

a
,
11101

Plus Deposit

Nunn Better 26% Hi-Protein Dog Food $4.19

•

ri

121 North at Coldwater
489-2697

I

•

North Calloway
Elementary School will
have a skating party at
Roller Skating of Murray from 6 to 8 p.m.

Tuesday,Oct.9
schoolers and 3:30 p.m.
for school-agers at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Sessions of the Blood
Blood River Baptist River Baptist AssociaAssociation will meet at tion will be at 9:30 a.m.
7 p.m. at First Baptist at Hardin Church and at
Church, Calvert City.
7 p.m. at Sinking Spring
————
Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77
————
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Comedian Tom Parks
First Christian Church.
will present a free per————
formance for the public
Boy Scout Troop 45 at 8 p.m. in Curris
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Center Stables, Murray
First United Methodist State University.
Church.
————
————
Murray Country Club
Tuesday, Oct.9
will have its annual
Skating party for meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
Carter and Robertson the club house.
Elementary Schools will
————
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Board of Directors of
Roller Skating of the Murray-Calloway
Murray.
County Community
———
Theatre will meet at 7
Group I of CWF of p.m. at the Century 21
First Christian Church Real Estate Office
will meet at 10 am. in Annex.
the home of Mrs.
Howard Titsworth.
Parent-Teacher Con————
ferences for East, North
Group III of CWF of and Southwest Calloway
First Christian Church Elementary Schools will
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in be today.
home of Mrs. Doug
————
Vander Molen.
Murray Branch of
————
AAUW will meet at 7
Story Hours will be at p.m. in the Community
10:30 a.m. for pre- Room of the North
Monday,Oct.8
Jackson Purchase
Audubon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Paducah Area Vocational Center, Paducah.

Yellow Onions 5 Lb..Bag $1.19

-it-WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* ***4* * * ***PRICES GOOD WHILESUPPLIES LAST****
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Local 4-H kids write about what they've done and learned
IT'S TIME FOR
LUNCH
This is my third food's
project. My leader is
Mrs. Alice Like. We had
our project meetings at
her home. prepared 32
meals. Weniave learned
the importance of safety

in the kitchen so no one
has been hurt. We try to
be neat as we work in
Mrs. Like's kitchen. A
meal is more enjoyable
if it's served attractively, but I still need some
improvement. I was
hostess for a Christmas

luncheon for our ‘4-H
Club.
Last year I learned to
make a recipe book and
the Penny's
Homemaker Club invited me to one of their
club meetings to show
them my recipe book.

CITY AND COUNTY OBSERVE 4-H WEEK — Members
of local 4-H clubs and Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis (center
at right) and Calloway County Judge George Weaks (center
at left) are proclaiming Oct. 8-14 4-H Week in Murray and

My ability to give
demonstrations has improved. I was county
and area champion on
"How To Make Corn
Meal Muffins," and was
eligible to enter State
competition, but apparently my letter was

lost in the mail. Then
you can guess how
disappointed I was.
Preparing meals for
my mother and my
leader have been most
helpful to them.
Mary Anne Todd

Calloway County. With the two officials are (from left)
Angela Miller, Justin Kelso, Shannon Shields, Mary Ann
Todd, LaDawn Cook, Brenda Donelson, Leigh Steely, Donna Phillips. Tommy Atkins and Lisa Lewellyn.

LET'S BEGIN
COOKING
This has been a fun
project and I've learned
a lot. I learned how to
bake corn meal muffins,
plain muffins, cookies,
and corn bread. I also
learned to make carrot
sticks, peppy tomato
juice, a milk drink,
cucumber daisies, and
sandwishes.
I also learned how to'
give a demonstration
on,"The Correct Way to
Measure." I was County
Champion and received
a blue ribbon at the area
competition.
This year I prepared
and gave a speech about
measuring correctly at
our club.
We had a Christmas
luncheon at our house
for our 4.H Club. I
helped to prepare the
food.
„ I attended Day Camp.
We make Kabobs and
!earned what a good
breakfast contains.
I love to bake peanut
butter 'cookies. I make
the imprint on the
cookies with a meat
tenderizer and it has a
professional look. I
entered them and won a
blue ribbon in both the
County and State Fair.
Mrs. Alice Like is my
club leader and she is a
good one. She and Daddy Cecil work very-hard
to teach us many things..
Kristina Todd
FONTANA: NATURAL
RESOURCES
"Fontana" is a week
of fun and learning in
Fontana Dam Village,
North Carolina.

Delegates were
chosen from the top
4-H'ers in the 125 Tennessee Valley counties
in Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.
The theme for the 1984
conference was "If It's
to Be, It's Up to Me."
During this week, we
make new friends, learn
about our nation's
natural resources, learn
about 4-H in other
states, have loads of
fun, and since the
Village is at the base of
the Smoky Mountains,
get lots of exercise.
When the Fontana trip
is introduced to 4-H'ers
as being a Natural
Resource Siminar they
say, "Yuk, that sounds
boring!" But it's not.
The seminars on soils,
forestry, minerals,
energy, wildlife, water
and human resources
are conducted as fun
time. An example is
"Piney Wood Squares"
in this we picked contestants and played a
game much like the
famous TV show
Hollywood Squares.
The workshops are
taught by highly
qualified speakers and
we, as 4-H'ers improve
our leadership skills by
presenting programs
and taking part in planned recreation.
Other highlights of the
trip include an overnight stay in Gatlinburg
and crossing the Smoky
Mountains in a school
bus.
Next spring when
delegates are recruited

for Fontana, plan to attend — its one of the best
trips ever!
Leigh Ann Steely
HAVING HORSES
Having horses is
great! They are a great
part of my life. Horses
make my life more enjoyable and fun. My
horses are a great
challenge to me. I show
and trail ride them. 4-H
is a. great program. It
helps me with my
horses and how to take
care of them. 4-H helps
ypu help others. It's
great! Horses are really
super to have. They are
a big job but anyone
could do it if they tried. I
love horses and I have
two great horses of my
own.
Leslie Banks
A VISIT TO
FRANKFORT
Each year the 4-H
Teen Club has many activities and trips to take
and the 1983-84 year was
no exception. Probably
the one we enjoyed and
remembered the most
was our trip to the state
capitol. There we were
able to learn more about
state government.
With the help of
Senator Greg Higdon
and Representative
Freed Curd, we were
able to sit in on both the
Senate and the Houseoof
Representatives and
work as pages in the
Senate.
We also toured the old
state capitol and learned about Kentucky's
history.
Staci Tidwell
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MAW VIP
1934 — 1984

We Saban
Men And

MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

Computers /A Software
For All Your Agricultural Needs.

Thorobred
Computer & Software Systems
Murray

753-7733

Hwy. 641 N.

D&T
Warehoti
Foods OnIt'sTiiT

Buchanan Feed
And Seed
Industrial Road
Murray, Ky.
753-5378

That C
623 So.4th

COUNTRY HAMS
Of
Paris, Tn.
901-642-3889

"The Old Timey Kind"
Real Hickory Smoke & Aged
A Good Selection Of Frosty Acres
VegetablesWholesale Prices,

Gibson Ham Co.

753-1601

500 South 4th St. el

The
omen
on.-Sat. 9

4
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John R. Block, there are about 5 million will be interested in drink.
"Though we don't
Secretary of youth in other lands who knowing whatk'special
on Secretary Block
"Ian
plans
are
being
made
programs
U.S.
are in similar
Agriculture,
Department of patterned after ours. for local observances of attending any of our
Agriculture in Locally, there are 285 National 4-H Week, local events," said
Washington, D.C., volunteers who assist Plans now include: County Agent Steely,
stated recently, "With with leadership of the Poster contests, which "Ile has sent us a
much personal pride I youth program, and have been held in the message. His best
join 4-H'ers and those they are part of the local clubs, window wishes, to each 4-H
who voluntarily lead more than 600,000 displays can be seen in member and N''olunteer
them throughout our volunteers involved various windows around leader, are that they
town. Many restaurants will have another proNatio% in observing the nationwide.
will be celebrating 4-H ductive year of life skill
program's
The 4-H
1984 National 4-H Week,
history goes back more Week by using 4•H development in 4-H."
October 7-13."
Block is a 4-H alumni, than 75 years. It is the placemats during the
who started a 4-H pro- educational program week. In addition, there
ject of growing onions for youth 19-19 years) of will be a skating party
on a patch of the family the Cooperative Exten- for all 4-Hers and
farm in Illinois when he sion Service system. To- friends Tuesday, Otober
was 9 years old. He is day's 4-H alumni now 9 from 4-6 p.m. FollowA trip to Franldort to visit the Kentucky Legislature was the highlight of a 4-H year by the Calloway quick to point out that total about 45 million ing the skating party,
4-Hers purchasing a
4-H Teen Club. Pictured with Lt.(bov. Steve Beshear and Senator Greg Higdon are: Lisa Kiser, Staci what he had learned as men and women.
Many former 4-Hers sandwich at Hardee's
Tidwell, Leigh Ann Steely, David Grady, John Nix, Jody Lankford, Leland Steely, Chris Lamb,Rachel a beginning 4-Her
Garland, and Mark Cooper.
started a "base of ex- here in Calloway County will be treated to a free
cellence" on which, his
career as a fanner was
built. He even learned
some early marketing
To all to Whom these presence shall come
skills with his first proGreetings.
ject, involving the sale
WHEREAS National 4-H Week proclamation.
of those onions through
In Calloway County there are more than 1,500
his grandfather's store
participants between the ages of 9-19 throughout
4-H isn't just for kids. can gain valuable train- In a nearby community.
the county, and,
The Block family is "a
It thrives on adult ing and learn new
WHEREAS National 4-H Week promotion in
skills," said Jane Stee- 4-H Family." John and
almost every county in the Commonwealth and
volunteer leadership.
As the youth program ly. 4-H Agent. "Youth his wife Sue met as a
over the years has endeavored to help youth
; result of their 4-H proof the Cooperative Ex- learn by doing in 4-1-1
develop into capable, confident adults who can
contribute constructively to their society, and,
tension Service at the They plan what they ject, they have both
to further emphasize and
WHEREAS
University of Kentucky want to learn and then been volunteer 4-H
publicize the National 4-H Week promotion in
and .U.S. Department of put the plan into action leaders, and their three
Calloway County.
Agriculture, 4-H relies through 4-H projects children have been inNOW THEREFORE we,George Weaks,Counon the help, resources, and activities under the volved as 4-H'ers.
County Agent Jane
ty Judge-Executive of Calloway County and
and expertise of 285 guidance of adult
Holmes Ellis, Mayor City of Murray, do hereby
volunteers locally who volunteers and Steely, here in Calloway
County, said that
proclaim the week of October 7-13 as National
work with 1,613 4-H parents."
4-H Week in Calloway County and urge all
members. These
Volunteers need not Secretary Block also
Calloway Countians to participate in all 4-H
volunteers are among be experts in a specializ- noted the countless conWeek activities.
the more than 620,000 ed subject. They just tributions and rich, long
Done at Murray, Kentucky this fifth day of Ocvolunteer leaders na- need a willingness and history of 4-H here in
tober. In the year of our Lord one thousand, nine
tionwide, who work with desire to work with this country and in
hundred eighty-four.
nearly five million 4-H youth in helping them many nations around
Signed
members throughout learn life-long skills. -the world. The 1,613
4-H is 75 years old in Kentucky. Many celebrations were held in Callowa)
George Weaks,
the United States, Puer- Many training oppor- 4-H'ers in local projects County including a birthday party at the Calloway County Fair. Cake was
County Judge-Executive
to Rico, Guam, and the tunities exist for leaders this year are part of the served by Judy Stahler, president Calloway 4-H Council, to fairgoers as they
Holmes Ellis,
nearly 5 million 4-H'ers viewed the exhibits made by the 4-H'ers.
Virgin Islands.
(Cont'd on page 10) here in ,the U.S„ and
Mayor City of Murray
"In 4-H, adults also

Volunteers are important
in Calloway's 4-H program

Uzi IMAM'

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION

The Young
omen In 4-H.
by with all
kinds of loans for farmers

,We're standing

on.-Sat. 9-9. Sun. 11:30-5:30

Total
Tape
unts
759-1144

759-1099

anorthy
Co. Inc.
753-6450

Now more than ever.
Massey makes sense.

Corner
Of
Industrial
Rd.

328 East Broadway
Mayfield, KY.

700 U.S. Highway
641 N. Murray, Ky.

( Southern States

Industrial Road
Murray, Ky
Bulk Fertilizer
753-0182

Main Store
753-1423
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75th Anniversary

75th Anniversary

Junior members of the 4-H horse judging team are: H.R. Kriesta Gaines,
Members of the Senior 4-H judging team are Kim Twigg,
Pam Hutson shows the birthday card she made
Jill Rowland,
Charles Palmer, Leslie Banks, Sabrina Kirk; F.R. Jerri Price, Angie Ken- Lisa Lewellyn, and Kim Kennedy. Not pictured
is Lori Caldwell.
to celebrate 4-H's 75th birthday. The card was
nedy, Ian Beggs, and Michelle Conner.
displayed at the Kentucky State Fair.

Natifpal 4-H
• The 4-H program(
members in Calloway
County area joining the
nearly five million
young people nationwide in observing Na:
tional 4-H Week, October 7-13. according to
Jane Steely, County Extension Agent for 4-H. In
addition, the 4-H program recently
celebrated its 75th
annivesary.
Using the theme,"4-H
Building on Experience," .rrfembers
are challenged to use
their own, as well as
Judy Stahler, 4-H leader, checks the fish as they
are being prepared in others' experien
ces and
Outdoor Cookery class at 4-H Camp. The 4-11'ers
caught the fish in their expertise in
acquiring
fishing class.
practical skills. They
also are learning good

Week being observed

health habits, develop- there are 285 volunteer ception,
about 45 million
At the national level,
ing respect for leaders, working with
Americans from all support is channeled
themselves and Others, 1,613 members. These
walks of life have been through National 4-H
exploring career and volunteers are among Involved
in 4-H. In addi- Council, a not-for-profit
leisure time oppor- the more than 620,000 tion, some
82 counties educational organizatunities, sharing rspon- leaders nationwide, who around
the world have tion that uses private
sibilities for preserving each contributed about youth program
s similar resources to stregnthen
the environment, and 220 hours of service last to 4-H.
and expand the 4-H
deveioping leadership year.
The 4-H program program.
andr-Citizenship skills.
The 4-H program,con- thrives because of a uniDuring the special ducted by the
For more information
que partnership with the
week, members of Cooperative Extension public and
private sec- on how you might be inAmerica's largest out- Service at the Universi- tors who
contribute at volved in 4-H, as a
of-school youth educa- ty of Kentucky, is the local,
state, and na- member or volunteer
tion organization will available to boys and tional level.
Not only leader, contact
celebrate with activities girls, 9 to 19, wherever .,does this
partnership in- Calloway County Extenaimed at promoting in- they live. Programs are clude financia
l support, sion. Service, 201 South
dividual growth and ac- conducted in the 3,150 but many business
men 4th Street — Miller Ancomplishment, creativi- counties of the United
and women volunteer nex, Room B-1, Murray,
ty, social reponsibility, States, plus the District their time
and talents to Kentucky,(502) 753-1452
and family of Columbia, Puerto young people.
or 753-1456.
involvement.
Rico, the Virgin Islands,
In Calloway County. and Guam. Since its in-

Compliments Of

WESTSIDE VETERINARY
SERVICE
753-6749
Johnnie Robertson Rd.

•Dr. Noel Thomas
•Dr. Robert Salley

HUTSON AG
SERVICE,INC.
WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL TELEPHONE
CO-OP
237 N. 8th Mayfi
eld, Ky.
Murray Telephone No. 753-4351

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OP CORP.
753-5012

(Cont'd from page 9)
to learn new skills.
In Calloway County,
some volunteers serve
as "general" or
"organizational"
leaders to make the
county's 4-H clubs run
smoothly throughout the
year. Other volunteers
serve as project
leaders, camp
counselors, trip
chaperones, judges,
seminar speakers and
special interest leaders.
Project leaders, for example, share their skills
with 4-H members in a
variety of subject areas.
To find out how you
might be involved in
4-H, as a volunteer
leader, contact
Calloway-County Extension Service, 201 South
Fourth street — Miller
Annex, Room B-1, Murray, Kentucky, (502)
753-1452 or 753-1456.

PEOPLES/BANK
c,

EURRAY

Cherokee Pioneer

Hwy. 641 North

•

KY,

OUR PEOPLE CARE.
753-6448

4-H Makes
a World of
Difference-
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26-page FmHA form defied Paperwork law, panel finds
head of the Farmers
WASHINGTON (AP
— The Agriculture Home Administration,
Department created and the form's designer,
more paperwork for Thomas Frey of.the
farmers by expanding a University of Illinois.
Contracts for the new
4-page loan application
form to 26 pages, doing -system were signed in
so in defiance of a law 1983 and the form was
intended to hold down put into limited use napaperwork, according tionwide this year.
to a new House commit- FmHA says the form,
tee report.
which takes about eight
But the panel found no hours to fill out, gives it
evidence of misconduct a better picture of a borin the contracting for rower's ability to repay
the $1.1 million package his loans and helps
of new forms and train- farmers establish a
ing by Charles Shuman, coherent management

plan.
The agency, often
referred to as the farm
lender of last resort,
makes farm purchase
and operating loans to
farmers who can prove
they could not get credit
elsewhere.
The Government
Operations Committee's
report repeatedly notes
that FmHA did little to
document what it did in
deciding that a new
form was needed and in
searching for someone

to design the new ap- the forms that had been
plication system, known in use, for more than 40
as a Coordinated Finarf: years.
"None of those involvcial Statement. ,
"What is known is ed (in a task force on the
that Mr. Shuman hired a matter with Miss
relatively inexperienc- Baldrige) remembers
ed person as a special any formalized decision
-assistant and assigned of the task force to
her the job of changing recommend CFS to Mr.
the form," the panel's Shuman," the report
report states. The assis- notes.
Frey and others
tant, Molly Baldrige,
presented a paper to developed their forms
Shuman eight months during the 1970s and
later which assumed copyrighted them in
that Frey's form had 1978. The state FmHA
been selected to replace director for North

and Budget, required student at the UniVersiunder the Paperwork' ty of Illinois, in 1983 to
help with some aspects
Reduction Act.
In adopting Frey's of the project. She was
system, the agency ig- paid $935 for help as a
nored a computerized part-time student assissystem under develop- tant, the report stated
Rep. Glenn ,English.
ment at the Uhiversity
This year the agency of Minnesota for which D-Okla., a member of
decided to require use of it already had spent the panel, charged that
the 'forms by 10 bor- $465,000, the panel said. the new forms were an
But it said it could find intentional barrier
rowers in each county in
the nation without no evidence of wrongdo- erected by FmHA to
allowing time for public ing in the hiring by Frey avoid making farm
comment on the pro- of Shuman's daughter. a loans.
posal and without getting the approval of the
Office of Management
Tractor Differental

Carolina asked to be
allowed to test the new
forms, but a decision to
adopt the forms nationwide was made before
any results were in from
the test, the report says.

Hydrolic Motor Oil TDH

Challenger radar may help future farmers
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Aboard the latest
voyage of the space
shuttle Challenger is an
experiment that may
eventually enable
satellites to gather and
transmit sophisticated
information to help
farmers plant and
market their crops.

Earth's surface, i.en
measures the reflection
to determine the
characteristics of' the
land below.

Agriculture Department scientists hope
they can use the radar,
in tests from 140 miles
above several farm
fields near Fresno,
In Challenger's cargo Calif., to measure the
bay
is
a
radar amount of moisture in
camera that bounces the top six inches of topmicrowaves off the soil — an element

critical to plant growth.
"In general, the
technique has been proven pretty well using
trucks and aircraft,"
said Albert Rango, a
hydrologist with the
department's research
service in Beltsville,
Md.
But that experience
has been with measuring the passive
microwave emissions
naturally given off by
the Earth, he said.

From outer space a
stronger signal is needed to get a clear picture
— thus the use of
microwave-emitting
radar.

scientists can learn to
read the microwave
language and recognize
signs of varying soil
moisture levels. Some of
the test fields will be dry
and others will have
Scientists on the been irrigated .for as
ground will gather soil much as a week before
samples on the ground the test.
at the same time the
Moisture affects the
shuttle is passing electrical properties of
overhead. Moisture soil, and that makes a
readings will be com- difference in how much
pared with Challenger's microwave energy is
radar maps to see if hounc,ed ,iiack to the
shuttle's 35-by-7-fdot
antenna, said Rango.
"We probably can't
tell differences as small
as 1 or 2 percent" in soil
moisture, he said. But
genetic changes in scientists do expect to
established crops, the be able to distinguish
paper pointed out.
about five general
But it is at best a slow
process, and usually is
hampered by lack of
coordination and by
frustration over initial
lack of markets. The
U.S. success story of the
century, soybeans, only
became a commercial
crop in the 1930s, 170
WASHINGTON (AP)
years after the plant
— While the latest cenwas first introduced.
sus figures indicate a
rise in the number of
small farms nationwide
after decades of decline,
an Agriculture Depart/ ment report indicates
that doesn't mean an increase in farming.
The report examined
growing category of
land because there are the
"minifarms,"
which it
so few sales.
John Keaton, who defined as having sales
tabulated the survey for of products under $2,500
the association, said the a year. There are more
only recovery has been than 600,000 such farms
seen in sales of rural across the country out of
property for residential 2.4 million total farms.
"Available data on
and industrial
minifarms
seem to indevelopment.
dicate that minifarm
"The farm and land operators are more inaraa just seems to be terested in rural living
getting really hurt," he that in farming as a
said.
business," wrote author
The few buyers for Nora L. Brooks.
farm property generally
'A rural lifestyle
are farmers who have rather than farming for
been conservative about profit is increasingly
borrowing and are in seen for minifarms'
secure financial posi- existence."
tions, and now have opAnd rather than
portunities to buy land signaling any return to
they had been eyeing for farming by those who
some time, said the operate the small
report in an association farms, the trend may be
newsletter.
just the reverse — a
Keaton said the transition of those proassociation—has been perties out of farming
hearing increasingly altogether, the report
from its members that suggests.
Minifarms averaged
they are being forced to
diversify in order to sur- about 76 acres, comvive the slump. In- pared to 840 acres for
surance and mortgage farms with $241,000 or
financing are the two more in anntial gross
most common areas of sales. They tended to
alternative business, he make far less use of
land and other assets,
said. ,

U.S. needs more new crop research
WASHINGTON
AP
-- U.S. agriculture
needs to develop new
crops to diversify its
production and reduce
its vulnerability, but
federal researchers
have virtually halted
their efforts in that
area, according to a new
report.
American farming is
vulnerable to drought
and reduced water supplies, increased soil
salinity in irrigated
areas, soil erosion and
pests, said Paul F.
Knowles, a retired
'0University of California
agronomist.
U.S. agriculture also
is dominated by a
relative few crops for
which it already has
production capacity far
in excess of demand, the
report noted — 26
million to 30 million

acres of excess, by one
estimate.
All of thoSe problems,
as well as the imbalance
between U.S. imports
and exports and the nation's need for certain
materials critical for
national defense could
be addressed by the
development of new
crops, said the report by
the Council on
Agricultural Science
and Technology.
BLit the council, based
in Ames,Iowa, said only
3 -percent of the 300,000
species of higher plants
have been evaluated for
possible value as crops.
An Agriculture Department program to make
such evaluations, begun
in 1957, now has virtually dried up for lack of
money, the report said.
"Even among species
with some promise.

Two wheat meetings set
for Tuesday and Thursday
All area farmers are
invited to two Wheat
Production and Variety
Selection Meetings this
Tuesday and Thursday
nights at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Area Vocational Center at 18th and
Sycamore.
These meetings are a
part of the Calloway
County Adult and Young
Farmer Program

taught by vocational
agriculture teacher,
Johnnie Stockdale.
Area residents are
urged to attend these
meetings before sowing
wheat. Test pkit results
of some of the new high
yielding varieties
available to farmers
this fall will be
available.

Crop insurance to be extended
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
CAP) — Benefits that
previously applied only
to rice and cotton
fanners soon will be afforded to other producers, a Federal Crop
Insurance Corp. official
said.
Major program

changes for 1985 will include an expansion of
the individual yield
coverage approach to
include producers of
corn, tobacco, grain
sorghum and peanuts,
chairman Merritt
Sprague said.

Mister Farmer
Bailey's Farm Lumber
Has The Materials
For All Your
Building Needs
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1111
MI
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NM
SIB

Wel fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

--OW

Itlit(wasiottv.
753.4461

(Across fres Its First filetbedist Gera)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-noon
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IN
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IN
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CORRECTION
In The Parker's Ad
On Wednesday, It
Should Have Read
:

ge:,714

• ./
•
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Bunny Fluffy

BREAD

Many now farming
for fun, not profit
harvesting just 13 percent of their acreage as
cropland, compared
with 36 percent for
larger farms.
While they held 5 percent of farmland, 7 percent of the value of land
and buildings and 6 percent of the value of
machinery and equipment, minifarms produced less than 1 percent of farm products
sold.
"This implies that
minifarm operators, for
various reasons, have
little interest in engaging in more intensive
agriculture and that
much of the agricultural
land resources they control are underutilized,"
the report says.
The residential nature
of small farms is further
emphasized by another
statistic. Dwellings account for just 6 percent
of the physical assets of
large farms, but for 30
percent of those on
small farms.
Minifarm operators'
most common crop is
hay, with corn ranked
second and tobacco,
wheat and orchards also
frequently reported.
Their most important
livestock was beef
cattle.

IN
•

:"".....
7

Limit 1

Save 58'
'••• ;`.!

Excluding Darry,-Tobacco
• 9 Products and Drinks on Specie'

•

cANN.:7
•
r
' % ."

Folger's Vac Bag

COFFEE
Save $1.00—Limit 1
With $20 Purchase

. 'Both With $20 Purchase —
For $20 You Can Get Coffee
And Bread On Special

X'•
Save 90'
Godchaux Pure Cane•

SUGAR
5 Lb. Bag—Limit 1
With $30 Purchase

!
All Three For $30 Purchase —
You Can Get Bread & Coffee
& Sugar On Special For $Y0

Save on Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies

•Protela Supplement Pellets
*Dog Feed Pellets
*Horse Feed Pellets

I.K.T. Auto Parts
,Come See Us...

L.P. Miller St
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

P

*Rabbit Pallets

OM
On
1111
NO
ND
1=
SD
MD
NB

belcher oil co.inc.

16 oz. Round Top
With $10 Purchase

Farm property slump
unlikely to end soon
realtors group says
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The slump in farm
real estate is not likely
to end any time soon, according to a national
real estate organization
that says its members
are branching out into
other businesses to
weather the storm.
In a recent survey of
144 rural teal estate
companies across the
country, the National
Association of Realtors
said it found little
reason to hope for an
early end to a threeyear slump in sales, rentals and prices of farm
property.
With farm debt
escalating and increased bankruptcies and
farm liquidations caused by weak commodity
markets, farmland
values have slid 7 percent over the past three
years,. says the
Agriculture
Department.
The association
reported that in parts of
southern Iowa the real
estate market is so
depressed that it is difficult to determine the
price trend for farm

5 Gal.

moisture levels ranging
from flry to saturated
and nse them to create a
moisture map.
The radar can read
moisture in areas as
small as a large garden
plot, scientists believe.
The technology to
make the readings is
available now. But it
may be a decade before
moisture information is
provided by satellites
similar to those that
transmit pictures of the
Earth's cloud and
weather patterns.
One day, scientists
speculate, farmers will
be able to call up the
data on their home computers to help them
make planting
decisions.

'Lay Pellets
*Mg Starter Pellets

Oak and Poplar Creosoted Lumber
Treated Pine
Fencing Materials Metal Rooting
IN1
UM
1M

there h-as been very little follow-up work in
terms of developing
types adapted to commercial production,"
Knowles told Congress'
Joint Economic Committee on Tuesday.
New crops can be
developed by
domesticating wild
plants, adapting plants
from other parts of the
world to the U.S. environment or by making

Allisere,
FergJuoshonn,De
Case,Mas ey
Chalmers Performance

Meets
imass

$ 2050

...Keeping Calloway County
Grain'In Cciltoway,„County
and Saving; in your Pocket...

Buchanan Feed & Seed
industrial Road

7535378

•

ALL PRICES
SLASHED
up, TO 50% OFF!

Narrell's
Farm
&
Home
last

733-7862
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The big play ...

TURNING POINT - The big play of the game between host
Murray State and Southwest Missouri came late in the third
period when MSU defensive end Dan Coleman (top photo, far
right) caught a Southwest tumble in mid-air and rambled 43
yards for a Racer touchdown. Reserve linebacker Dan Webb

made the bone-jarring hit that forced the fumble.(Right photo)
After putting the Racers ahead,1940,Coleman received a bear
hug from teammate Jose Casanova, who also recovered a
Southwest tumble in the first quarter.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Pride no problem for Racers;
Southwest falls 33-20 to MSU covering

all fields

If Dan Coleman wins the guy with the ball.
sack and 14 total
the Ohio Valley Con- . "When I hit him I tackles, including three
ference Defensive 'thought, 'Poe, he for intilne.-P-maiis.
PlaYer of the Week doesn't have the ball!' I
The 6-3, 260-pound
award this week, his lost the ball momentari- defensive end from
honor will belong partly- ly, so I jumped up and Henderson,Tenn., acted
to an obscure reserve started running like a one-man wrecking
linebacker from Clear- downfield but all our machine against the
water, Fla.
players were going the Bears, but he had ample
The reserve other way. That's when help from an assortlinebac
er - I turned and saw Danny ment of Racers on both
sophomore Dan Webb
running for the sides of the ball.
put a massive hit on the touchdown. It was a
Safety Ralph RobinSouthwest Missouri great play. It came at son, who had eight
ballcarrier who fumbled just the right moment," tackles, a pass breakup
right into Coleman's Webb said.
and one tackle for a loss,
waiting arms. The fumThe opportunistic explained the agble resulted in Coleman Murray defense turned gressive play of the
streaking 43 yards for a the game just when the Racers ,who were
Murray State Bears had fought back somewhat embarrassed
touchdown in a play that to a 12-10 deficit. The after allowing four
-turned the tide per- turnaround helped the touchdowns against
manently in the Racers' Racers earn their fifth Morehead last week.
favor Saturday night in consecutive victory
the 33-20 MSU victory.
without a loss.
"We were flying
Webb remembered
On a night when slop- around a lot more
the play distinctly, "It py, drizzly weather kept tonight because, well, to
was a North-Bear stunt the local fans away in tell you the truth some
which is a blitz for me at droves, the MSU of the guys were kind of
outside linebacker. I defense was covering its mad after what was said
shot the gap and saw the tracks with several im- last week. You know, all
reverse while I was pressive hits and timely that stuff about us not
trailing the quarter- turnovers.
having enough pride
back. When he made the
Coleman led the and needing a pride
handoff, I stepped out charge with his fumble, injection.
from behind and nailed return, a quarterback
"We made vows to
each other before the
game that we were tired
of people putting us
SA4 Missoori• Murray St. Slats
down and we were going
Rushes-yards
44-106 38-218
90 90 10 16 -26
SAS SlIsseurl
Passing yards
225
140
to get better this week,"
Murray St.
12 00 14 7 -33
Return yards
5
17
Robinson said.
MUR-FG Rickert 32
Passes
141-34-1 7.71-0
Hickert 30
Punts
5,35
6-42
The 6-0, 190-pound
MUR.-Cannon 70 run 'run failed
Fumbles-lost
4-3
4-2
senior from Frankfort,
SWM••F‘G Gasser 36
Penalties-yards
12.99 9,74
SWA.A--eommings 1 run 'Gasser
Time of Poss
33 19 26 41
Ky., has been filling in
kick
for All-American safety
!NUR-Coleman 43 fumble return
Htckert kick t
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Herbert Jones who inRUSHING - SW Missouri,
MUR.-King 45 pass from Sisk
jured his knee in the
Williams 12-64. Longstreet 15-53
'Hickert kick
Murray St., Sisk 16-81, Cannon 7-73.
SWM--FG Gasser 35
first game against
PASS/NG - SW Missouri. Amer
MUR.-Bird 25 run t Hickert kick'
Louisville and is not exburn 12.33-1-213, Leeker 1-10-12. MurSWM- Truelove 21 pass from
ray St . Sisk 7-21-0-140
pected to return this
Arterburn 'Gasser kick
RECETICING - SW Missouri.
A-3.200
year.
SWM
Mur
Lopez 7-964 Torburt 4-51 Murray St
"We all miss Herbert
, Irqt downs
14
King 2-51. Lester 1-40
24

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

in the secondary," in the third quarter,
Robinson confessed. ended up with 43 total
"With him in there we yards._
were able to rotate the
The main thrust of the
star/ers which means a Racer offense came
difference of playing 30 from quarterback Kevin
or 40 plays per game to Sisk who snaked for 81
playing 60 or 70 like yards on 16 carries with
we're doing now. I talk several runs coming off
to him every day and he option keepers.
gives me tips on what to
His passing stats were
do. He told me he'll pro- a disappointing 7 of 21,
bably redshirt this year. but his 45 -yard
so I had to make up my touchdown toss to wide
mind to go ahead and receiver Monty King
prepare myself to play and another 40-yard
safety to my full poten- (Continued on Pg.13)
tial this year."
• • •
The Murray defense
created several situations for the Racer offense to take advantage
of, including the two key
fumble recoveries in the
first period by senior
tackle Jose Casanova
and sophomore
By ED SHEARER
linebacker Wesley
AP Sports Writer
Keene.
The college football season has not yet reached
Both occured deep in the halfway mark, but the Southeastern ConBear territory and both ference finds itself with only one team sporting a
led to field goals by Paul perfect record - the Kentucky Wildcats.
Hickert.
While such preseason favorites as Auburn,
Murray then made Alabama and Florida fell by the wayside early
another break when and Georgia bowed out of thç unbeaten picture in
sophomore runningback Its third game, traditional so-rans Kentucky
Willie Cannon rocketed and Vanderbilt were ca
g the perfect
70-yards in front of the banners.
Southwest bench to
Kentucky kept the pace Saturday night, riding
score with only :08 left the flying feet of an obscure freshman, Mark
In the first quarter. Can- Higgs, to a 27-14 triumph over Rutgers, the
non finished with 73 Wildcats' fourth victory in a row.
total yards on eight carNineteenth-ranked Vandy, climbing into the
ries and his runn- national rankings for the first time in 25 years,
ingmate Bill Bird, who was derailed by previously winless Tulane 27-23
scored on a 25-yard run Saturday night, leaving the Commodores with a
4-1 record.
There were two conference confrontations
Saturday as No. 18 Auburn trimmed Mississippi
17-13 and Georgia dawned Alabama 24-14, leavRICHMOND. Ky. - honors with his
ing-the Crimson Tide with teir first 0-2 SEC
"We really played Racers beat some top
Murray State's golfers 72-72-70-214, beating well all weekend.," competition in the
record since 1958.
finished second in thrik, the runperup by two Hewitt said, "That's the 13-team Classic.
In other SEC action, Florida blanked Syracuse
Eastern Kentucky Fall strokes.
16-0 and Mississippi State beat Southern
best team finish we've
Golf Classic over the
Mississippi for the first time in 10 years, 27-18.
Among those placing
had in several years weekend to post the best
While Conely's vic- since 1976."
below Murray were host Louisiana State and Tennessee had open dates.
team finish since 1976.
tory was important,
Sixth-ranked Florida State lost its perfect
Collaborating for the Eastern Kentucky, KenMurray's 891 total MSU Coach Buddy Racers along with Con- tucky, Louisville, Bowlmark in the independent ranks, needing a
placed second behind Hewitt said another ley were Bud Ward and ing Green (Ohio), 42-yarci field goal by Derek Schmidt on the final
Western Kentucky with Racer - ,Jim Tipps - Tipps, both posting 225s, Austin Peay, James play 6i the game to gain a 17-17 deadlock with
shot a first-round 69 to Dan Johnston, 232, and Madison, Tennessee
883.
Memphis State.
MSU's Steve Conley "get the ball rolling for Jeff Connell, 238.
Tech, Morehead, and
In other independent action, Alonzo Highsmith
won the individual us."
In placing second, the Tennessee State.
scored four touchdowns as No. 14 Miami of
Florida beat 16th-ranked Notre Dame 31-13,
Louisville smashed Western Kentucky 45-17 as
Ed Rubbert threw for 247 yards and three
touchdowns and Southwestern Louisiana overpowered Wichita State 31-3.
All 17 Division 1 teams in the Southeast will be
in action this week - Penn State at Alabama,
Auburn at Florida State, Florida at Tennessee,
Ole Miss at Georgia, Kentucky at Mississippi
State, Vandy at LSU,Indiana State at Louisville,
If you're like most people, you probably don't spend much time thinking
Southwestern Louisiana at Memphis State,
"
about electricity.
Miami at Cincinnati and Southern Mississippi at
Tulane.
But we do, because bringing you electricity is our business. And
In Kentucky's victory. Higgs rambled for 116
you can count on us to continue providing reliable electric service
yards on only four carries, including scoring
to your home 24 hours a day in all kinds of weather. We
.make it work
runs of 29 and 76 yards. George Adams. the nation's No. 5 rusher, had 114 yards on 28 carries
Electricity serves you best when you use it efficiently. By avoiding
and scored twice on a 1-yard run and a 17-yard
waste, you'll enjoy the benefits of using electricity and save money
pass reception.
too It works,
"We,hadn't seen much on Higgs," Rutgers
Coach Dick Anderson said. "We weren't really

... of the game

Only Kentucky remains unbeaten
in Southeastern Conference ranks

Racer game statistics

MSU golfers record best finish in tourney since 1976

We make it work

ELECTRICITY.

Get the most
for your money;„

West.kelitticky Coop. Corp.
Rural Electric 753-5012
The People Who Bring You Electricity

1

r
.
•

UK STUMP REMOVAL I
•rn.n.r• opp
W.• tan
,0 24 below tho• ivonnd
415 4143 no 435 4119
Wn Pinar Hotel rot Gra.. 4

-

GItIerrer''
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

aware of his existence."
"It looked like the defense was keying on
George Adams," Higgs said. "When I came in,
they were kind of surprised."
Kentucky Coach Jerry Claiborne said the
Wildcats "picked the right spots for Higgs. That
youngster can run with the football."
Ken Karcher threw for 316 yards and one
touchdown and Mike Jones, scored twice as
Tulane built a 27-13 lead over Vandy early in the
fourth quarter and then withstood a Commodore
rally.

MTSU No.1 in OVC
RICHMOND, Ky.
(API - Mickey Corwin
hit Donte Lofton with
two 6-yard scoring
passes in the third
quarter to give Middle
Tennessee a 22-10 college football victory
over Eastern Kentucky
and first place in the
Ohio Valley Conference

The victory raised
Middle Tennessee, tied
for 13th in Division I-AA
rankings by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association. to
5-0 overall and-3-0 in the
conference. Eastern,
:ranked 12th, fell to 3-2
and 3-1.

Wretlund leads Racers
- in Georgia Invitational
ATHENS, Ga. - Tony
Wretlund of Murray
State made it to the
third round but Tennessee's Mark Herrington made sure he
didn't go any further
with a 6-3, 6-4, match in
the Georgia Southern
Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament over the
weekend.
Wrgilund representedthe most successful bid
by an MSU netter in the
prestigious tourney. In
the second round he

defeated Pat McGee of
Kentucky, 6-4, 3-6, 7-6. ,
The doubles team of
Joe Carter and Jens
Bergrahm, also of Murray State, advanced to
the second round before
losing to Clemson's
Gondalman-Page, *6-1,
3-6, 6-3.
Wednesday the
Racers host the University of Tennessee Martin and Fr1cla4y and
Saturday Murray
travels to UT-M for an
8-team tournament.

Statistics corrected
Inaccurate post-game statistics were provided the Murray Ledger & Times concerning
the 31-0 Murray High football losa at Trigg
County, Friday night.
The adjtigted statistics, obtained from game
:___Visortotals for Stever
Mug aiteday,
Rutledge who made 14 tackles and 10 assists;
passing stets for Mark West who completed 18
of 29 for 159 yards; and Dwayne Gammons
who caught 10 passes for 126 yards.
All three are MEIS players.
•0
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Sunday victory over Cubs begins playoff history for Padres
SAN DIEGO (AP) - It was a game full of
history - record-making history for the National
League, the extension of history for the Chicago
Cubs and, perhaps, the beginning of history for
the San Diego Padres.
On a Sunday when presidential candidates
agreed to debate, major league umpires agreed
to arbitration and San Diegans agreed to play the
role of the "10th man," the Padres shook their
season-long ineptitude against Rick Sutcliffe,
scored six times in two innings and defeated the
Cubs 6-3 to advance to the World Series.
It was the first championship in the 16-year
history of the Padres, who never before had
finished higher than fourth in tire NL West, much
less made the Series, which begins here Tuesday

against American League champion Detroit.
The victory, played before 58,359 fans in San
Diego Jack Murphy Stadium, also marked the
first time in NL history a team has captured a
pennant after losing the first two games of the
best-of-five playoff.
The Padres erased a humiliating 13-0 defeat at
the hands of Sutcliffe in Game 1 and a 4-2 loss in
Game 2 to win the next two contests at home, 7-1
and 7-5, forcing Sunday's finale.
And then they won it, leaving the talent-laden
Cubs to uphold a 39-year-old team tradition by
breaking the hearts of their feverishly loyal fans.
They were denied what many presumed to be
their predestined pennant, which would have
ended R drought in place since World War II.

"This is the sweetest. This is the best," said
San Diego's Dick Williams, who managed the
•Boston Red Sox to an American League championship in 1967 and took the Oakland A's to
World Series victories in 1972 and 1973. "Nobody
gave us a chance, but we believed in ourselves."
Williams, whose Padres were 81-81 and in
fourth place in each of his first two years as
manager, cut and pasted together a victory in
Game 5 with five pitchers and four pinch-hitters,
and he did it without his best power hitter, Kevin
McReynolds, lost for the year with a fractured
wrist in Game 4.
History was made on the strong arms of
relievers Dave Dravecky and Craig Lefferts.

Chicago falls in final game

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to
help pay

'They wouldn't be the Cubs if they didn't break your heart'
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
For every vine on the
walls of Wrigley Field a
tear has been shed by
one of the loyal legion
who follows the Chicago
Cubs - the group that
must wait one more
year.
The Cubs have not
played in the World
Series since 1945, the
longest current nonappearance streak in
the major leagues. A 6-3
loss to the San Diego
Padres in Sunday's fifth
game of the National
League Championship
Series kept that streak
Intact and started the
gnashing of teeth, the
outpouring of tears and
renewed cries of: "Wait
, until next year."

This version of the
Chicago Cubs, the winningest one-city franchise in baseball history
with 8,227 victories, was
unlike any ever sent on
the field before. Ten of
the players had
postseason experience
with other franchises
and the two men in
charge of the operation
- General Manager
Dallas Green and
Manager Jim Frey had managed in World
Series.
Still, once again
something'happened to
keep the Cubs from
playing in the Fall
Classic. Instead, it was
the classic case Of
Chicago's fall. "They wouldn't be the
Cubs if they didn't break

your heart," Jeff National, and the Cubs
Granger, a 29-year-old would have hosted only
Chicago resident, said.
three games instead of
When they Cubs took a the four that belonged to
two games-to-none lead the NL team on the rotaover the Padres in the tion basis.
NLCS, hearts were
By losing, the Cubs
beatin,g quickly on avoided a breach of that
Chicago's North Side in rotation.
anticipation of a World
"I think everybody is
Series game in Wrigley a little shocked right
Field.
now that it's over for
The Commissioner's us," Cubs' catcher Jody
office had decided that Davis said. "We still
because the Cubs' park gave the people of
is the only one in the ma- Chicago something they
jors where night games hadn't had in 39 years. a
cannot be played, the championship."
rhythm of the World
"No city in America
Series would be changed loves its baseball team
to accommodate televi- more than Chicago
sion. If the Cubs had loves its Cubs," said
won the , pennant, the Chicago Mayor HarOld
Series would have Washington, whd saw
begun in the American his city lose at least $1.5
League park, not the million per day that it

Lakers take top honors in Hopkinsville

HOPTOWN CHAMPS
- Calloway County's
cross country team won
the Hopkinsville Invitational Meet, Saturday.
OCHS team members
Include (front row,from
left) Kevin Garland,
Tpuny Manning, Mark
Charlton, Barry Knight,
who won the individual
award, Scott Nix, Randy Sons, (standing,
from left) Mike Roes,
Dana Armstrong,Coach
Dan Thompson, Scott
England and Rick
Henninger.

was estimated out-oftowners would spend
while attending the
World Series.
"Cubs fans support
the team whether it
wins or loses," LimO
Bill, the bouncer at the
Cubby Bear Lounge in
Chicago, said. "Cubs
fans will always be Cubs
fans."
Studs Terkel, the
author and dedicated
Cubs fan, may have
summed up the feelings
of many who have
rooted and died and
cried ovtr the baseball
team once called the
Chicago Orphans.
"I thInkthey're more
endearing in defeat than
in victory," he said Sunday. "I like their loserlike quality."

HOPKINSVILLE Calloway County's boys
cross country teem won
the 1 0 -team
Hopkinsville Invitational Meet, Saturday,
despite a steady
downpour throughout
the race.
Barry Knight won the
overall title with a 17:28
time. His • teammates
and their overall
finishes include Mark'
Charlton, 5th; Timmy
Manning,6th; Scott Nix,
12th; and Kevin
Garland, 16th.
Madisonville's boys
finished a distant second with a 40-66 difference between the two
teams.
Calloway's Lady
Lakers finished fifth
overall, led by Pam
Knight who finished
sixth with a 12:07. Other
Lady Laker scorers included Amy Ferguson,
Connie Ross, Sherri
amb and Jeanetta
Guerin.

Payton feels relieved after breaking NFL rushing record
CHICAGO (A?) Relief.
Walter Payton felt it.
Quarterback Jim
McMahon and the rest
of Payton's Chicago
Bear teammates felt it.
Even Coach Mike Ditka
felt it.
It was as if a giant
sigh was released from
Soldier Field in Chicago
when Payton took a pitchout from McMahon
with 57 seconds gone in
the second half of the
Bears' game with New
Orleans Sunday and

slashed upfield, the ball
held in characteristic
fashion in the crook between his right hand and
wrist. When he was
tackled at his own 27
after a 6-yard gain,
Payton had finally
become the National
Football League's alltime leading rusher,
ahead -of Jim Brown,
who retired in 1965 after
rolling up 12,312 yards in
a nine-year career.
"How did I feel?
Relieved," said Payton,
who needed 67 yards

Racers win, 33-20 ...
(Continued from Pg.12)
pass to tight end Keith
Lester helped boost his
total to 140 yards for the
night.
Said MSU Coach
Frank Beamer about his
offensive leader,
"Kevin Sisk had an excellent game. Southwest
did a good job of disguising its coverages and it
was like a chess game
between our offense
check-offs and their
defensive covera0s.
They kept us off
balance, but we caught
them .in the wrong
coverage a couple of
times - . like King's
touchdown in the fourth
quarter." ,
Beamer, who said, he
was "awfully glad tg_.get
this Win," now has the
unenviable task of playing Middle Tennessee on
Saturday with the OVC
" '•

lead riding on the
balance. "Middle Tennessee (5-0, 3-0) is coming in here next week
and it's time to get down
to, the nitty-gritty,"
Beamer said,

entering the day. He
finished the game,a 20-7
victory for the Bears,
with 154 yards in 32 carries, giving him an even
12,00 for his nine-year,
six-game career, 88
ahead of Brown and
2,600 short of the goal of
15,000 he has set for
himself.
The game was stopped and Payton: holding
the ball aloft,'handed it
to Pete Elliott, executive director of the
Pro Football Hall of
Fame in Canton, Ohio.
Even the opposing
Saints applauded and
his teammates rushed
onto the field to mob
him.
Brown was not at the
game to see Payton
break another of his
records. By rushing for
more than 100 yards for
the 59th time in his

SPECIAL-Large Hamburger, French
Fries & Medium Drink

99
Good Sept. $
28 1

career, Payton broke
out of their tie at 58
100-yard games.
McMahon said that
Ditka had told the Bears
before the game to get
the record for Payton.
But he said the coach
also emphasized that
winning was more important - the Bears had
lost the two games in
which national attention
had been focused on
Payton after winning
their first two.
"We wanted to get
him the record,"
Mcmahon said. "I'm
very glad it's over and I
think Walter is too."
a

"I knew he was going
to break the record
eventually," said Ditka,
whose temper had been
getting shorter and
shorter during the past
few weeks. "But the
primary thing is always
to win the game first.
Walter knows that. He
wants it. That's why
he's such a gil.
sat
player."
Characteristically,
Payton's longest run
was also one of the most
important - a 25-yard
burst deep into Saints
territory with five
minutes left that just
about iced the game.

k 4 Door, Automatic, Air,
ling, Power Brakes,

who turned in two perfect timings apiece while
the Padres rallied from a 3-0 deficit, and on the
strong bats of Tohy Gwynn and Steve Garvey.
who placed key hits in the decisive four-run
seventh.
And history came to bear on Chicago's Leon
Durham, whose clean miss of a Tim Flannery
pinch-hit ground ball in the seventh - the only
error of the game - precipitated the rally that
made Sutcliffe a loser for the first time in his last
16 decisions.
"It was a routine ground ball and it stayed real
low. I was anticipating a hop," said Durham,
who watched in horror as the ball skipped between his legs. "I have nothing to be ashamed of
If it was meant ta.be, it was meant to be.'
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hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
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National Football League
West
National Football League
San Fran, isco
ArnentanCOnference
0
Atlanta
East
o
I. A Kams
PA
3
3
it
W I. T Pct. PF
..
New Orleans
6 0 0 1.000 10 83
3 is
0
Miami
667 121 131
2 0
Sunday's Gimes
4
New England
New York Jets 17 Kansas City 16
667 149 130
2 0
1
N.Y. Jets
333 127 174
New England i7 ties eland IS
0
2
4
Indianapolis
Chicago 20. New Orleans 7
0 6 0 .000 101 165 ,
Buffalo
Washington 35. Indianapolis 7
Central
St Louis 31, Dallas 20
500 129 136
Pittsburgh
3 3 0
Maanu 31. Pittsburgh 7
106
5
155
0
167
1
Cincinnati
_
Denver 21, Detroit 7
- •
167 73 114
5
et
1
Cleveland
Tampa Bay 35, Minnesota 31
000 72 172
0 6 0
Houston
Philadelphia 27. Buffalo 17
West
•
Atlanta 30. Los,Angeles Reims 2ie
76
833 106
0
5
1
Denver
o
Cincinnati IS Houston 3.
133 14' 101
0
5
1
L.A Raiders
Los
Angelea ftgiders 26 Seattle, 14
143
181
0
MIT
4
2
San lego
667 159 106
San Diego 31. Green Bay 22e
2 0
1
Seattle
3 3 0 .500 110 115
Kansas City
Monday's Game
.
•
San Francisco at Ness York, Giants
". Sunday. Oct. 14
National ConferenceChicago al St Louis
East
Cincinnati at New England
4
2 0
Dallas
607 1 13 109
,Indianapolis it Philadelphia
4
2 .0
887 159 BB
Washington
Hnuston at Miami
600 99 III
• 3 2 0
N.Y Giants
Los Angeles Rams at New Orleans
500
177
3
154
0
3
St. Louis
New York Giants at Atlanta
333 10 126
2 1 0
Philadelphia
New York Jets at Cleveland
.
Central
San Diego at Kansas City
667 113 .89
Chicago
4
2 0
Tampa Bay at Detroit
500 123 143
Tampa Bay
3 3 0
Buffalo at Seattle
.
333 129 164
2 1 0
Minnesota
Dallas at Washington '
167 130 159
Detroit
1
5 0
Minnesota at Los Angeles Raiders
167 99 144
1
5 0
Green Bay
Pittsburgh at San Francisco

1 ittio 137
500 117
500
500 133

,

Major League Baseball Playoffs
LCS and Work!Series Glance
League championship Series
AN Times EDT
Tuesday.October 2
Chicago 13, San Diego 0
Detroit 8. Kansas City 1
Wednesday. October 3
Chicago 4. San Diego 2
Detroit 5. Kansas City 3, 11
innings
Thursday. October 4
San Diego 7. Chicago 1

Friday. October 5
Detroit 1. Kansas City 0, leetroit
wins series 3-0
Saturday. October 6
San Diego 7. Chicago 5
Sunday. October?
San Diego 6, Chicago 3. San I nego
wins series 3-2
• • •

Wednesday. October 10
11.-troll at San ht-go 8 25 pro
Friday. October 12
San Diego at Detroit. 6 35 p m
Saturday. October 13
San Diego at Detroit, 1 30 p to
.
Sunday. October 14
San Diego at Detroit 4 45 p ril
necessary
Tuesday.October 16
Detroit at San Diego. ic 25 pm
necessary

World Series
Tuesday. October 9
Detroit t Morris 19 11. at San
Diego . Thurmond 149, 0 35 p m

90•

is- Place Ain't'fancy
4441,-Sho Is Goo0ood!

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
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753-0045
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753-2617
41
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41
(
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. Major College Football Scores
Major College Football Scam
EAST
Army 33, Harvard 11
Boston 41 27. Delaware 3
Penn St 25. Maryland 21
Pittsburgh 17. E. Carolina 10
Slippery Rock 28. Clarion 3
SOUTH
Auburn 17, Mississippi 13
Clemson 20. N Carolina 12
Florida 16. Syracuse 0
Florida St 17, Memphis St 17. Ile
Georgia 24. Alabama 14
Kentucky 27. Rutgers 14
Louisville 45. W. Kentucky 17
Mississippi St. 27. S Mississippi
16
N Carolina St. 27. Georgia Tech
i
.
22S. Carolina 49. Kansas St 17
SW Loulalana 31. Wichita St 3
Tem pi.. 00 5%11,
7,, & Mary 14

Tulane 27. Vanderbilt 23
Virginia 38. Duke 10
Virginia Tech 54, VMI 7
Wake Forest 29, Richmond 16
MIDWEST
Cent. Michigan 16. E Michigan
16. tie
Illinois 22. Wisconsin 6
Indiana St. 34, Ball St. 6
Iowa 31. Northwester; 3
Kansas 33. Iowa 1St 14
Miami. Fla. 31. 3otre Dame 13
Miami, Ohio 19, Kent St. 3
Michigan St. 19, Michigan 7
Minnesota 33, Indiana 21
Missouri 52, Colorado 7
Nebraska 17. Oklahoma St 3
N-1111nois 20. W Michigan 15
•
Purdue 29. Ohlo St. 73
Toledo 17. Bowling Green 6 .
SOUTHWEST
Houston 21. Baylor 17

Texas 34, Rice
- 13
Texas Christian 32. Arkansas 31
Texas Tech 30, Texas A&M 12
Tulsa 35. W Texas St 7

FAR WEST
Air Forte 29. Navy 22
Arizona 24. Oregon 14
, Brigham Young 52, Colorado St 0
California 19, Arizona St. 11
Fullerton Si H. Pacific I- 31
Nev .Las Vegas 41. Long 13each
St . 23
New Mexico St 27 Texas El
Paso 16
San Diego St 21. Wyoming 0
San Jose St 39. Utah St 21
Southern Cal 29. Washington St
27
Stanford 23. ECLA 21
i.S.e9Ittecnin 19 I 'rem.,, ,s

_.

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

BLACK AND WHITE
CHOSEN THE OFFICIAL
CIGARETTE OF 'THE
1984 WORLD'S FAIR.
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•
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Accidents kill four over weekend
Nine people, including
four from out of state,
were killed in traffic accidents on Kentucky
roads over the weekend,
state police said.
The deaths raise the
state traffic fatality toll
to 562, compared to, 592
for the same period last
year.
Kenneth Garrott, 64,

By Abigail
Van Buren

Book for Teens Wins Praise
From Parerat and Teachers
DEAR ABBY: God bless you for
having published the booklet "What
Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know."
It's the best $2.50 I ever spent. I am
19, and regret that I didn't have that
kind of information when I was
growing up. Thank God I have it
now, because I am a single parent
raising two children. Your booklet
explains the facts about drugs and
sex and the problems of growing up
in a direct and honest way without
being preachy. I have a girl, 9, and aboy. 11, and they understood it well.
You will probably be surprised to
receive a letter such as this from a
man.
DENVER DAD

and his wife, Pauline,
61, both of Mounds, Ill.,
.were killed at 11:50 a.m.
Sunday on U.S.62 in McCracken County, about
5% miles west of
Paducah, when Garrott
lost control on a rain.
slick road and hit an an
embankment, said state
police at Mayfield.
A Dayton, Ohio, cou-

ple were killed in a
head-on collision on U.S.
23 near Harold in Floyd
County on Saturday,
state police said.
The victims were
Identified as Steven
Perkins, 37, and his
wife, Brenda, 29. Their
vehicle was southbound
when it collided head-on
with another vehicle

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

So, with the help ofsome friends
on the Los Angeles School
Board, I finally did it!
For"Lo Que Todo Ardolescente
Debe Saber," readers should
send $2.50 in check or money
order to: Abby, Adolescente
Espanol, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. (This includes postage.) Please print
your name and address clearly.
The English-language edition is
available for the same price at
the same address.

33 Negative prefix
34 Greek letter
35 As far as
36 Unit of Spanish
currency
38 Land measure
39 Drunkard‘
40 Baseball league:
abbr.
41 Withered
42 Performs
44 Shatters
46 Funny picture
48 Experience
51 Period of time
52 Entreaty
54 Abound
55 Stitch
56 Spreads for
drying
57 Brother of
Jacob

ACROSS
1 Flaps
5 Highlander
9 Deposit
12 Border on
13 Hawkeye State
14 Before
15 Peels
17 Disrobe'
19 Inundates
21 Poems
22 At what time?
24 Latin
conjunction
25 Harvest
goddess
26 Chicken
27 Pounding
instrument
29 Symbol for
tantalum
31 Bitter vetch
32 Hypothetical
force

DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to
the Pennsylvania Dutchman's 80DEAR DAD:Thanks for writ- year-old cousin who fathered a son
ing. Your letter made my day. by his 24-year-old wife:
Read on for a letter from anothI know of a recorded instance in
er writer who not only appreci- history where a man 100 years old
ated my booklet, she offered a fathered a child by his 90-year-old
valuable suggestion:
wife. His name was Abraham and
his wife's name was Sarah. And
DEAR ABBY: I just received they named their son Isaac.
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to
This can be documented in the
Know." It is excellent. I am a coun- Old Testament in Genesis.
selor in a junior high school with a
BIBLE BELIEVER
large number of Spanish-speaking
IN KENTUCKY
students. Please Consider putting
that booklet out in Spanish. And if
DEAR BELIEVER:I know the
you do, please point out some cul- story well. According to the Bitural differences to make the Span ble, "Sarah laughed" when she
ish edition especially relevant to was told that she would bear a
Hispanics. For example, concerning child. That proves that Sarah
violence in relationships: Wife beat- had a better, sense of humor
ing is sometimes accepted by both than most women in modern
wife and husband. The macho man times.
feels that it is OK to beat his wife
** *
and children. This attitude should
be changed. Abby, you could help to
change it. Thank you.
(Problems? What's bugging
LONGTIKF READER you? Unload on Abby, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
DEAR READER: You are not For a personal reply, please enthe first to suggest a Spanish close a stamped, self-addressed
translation of my teen booklet. envelope.)

1
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DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
RECAP
REAMS
SURUCIL
E DKr 0 R
S P EUS
LIT
TTU
R AU S ECITUI s Ma
PROF
A I OS
T CI
UN E Pfil T ROI TOW
E R ROI
E ADS
SEALE!
INSTANT
D RE3W
LET
SCUD() SUE
EDEN
KEEGIS
DA
SLEEVE
MOANER
ANTED
ESTER

a

DaSPORE

2 Arabian
garment
3 Responsibilities
4 Strict

1 Hit lightly
0

5

4

7

8

9

12
Id

NI

10

11

IN

Iii
WISSSN II
lil•WI
WI
II
II
Mill
illaaII
WWI
WI
III
II
Id
III
WI
II
III
II
WI
WI
WIN II ill
MI
WI
II
III
WIa.illuuII WI
dUUWIUUU id

5 Spanish for
6 Noblemen
7 Possesses
8 Youngster
9 Sows
10 Gaelic
11 Hardy heroine
16 Therefore
18 Lasso
20 Unwanted
plants
22 Stimulate
23 Courageous
person
25 Spanish pot
27 Bard
28 Name
lb
29 God of thunder
30 Assistant
34 irons
36 Station
37 Merited
39 Trifle
41 Decrepft horse:
si.
42 High cards
43 Solicitude
44 Tree trunk
45 Neer
47 Choose
49 Beverage
50 Large bird
53 Equally

that crossed the center
line.
Keith Johnson, 21, of
Sudith in Menifee County, was killed when the
car„he was driving collided head-on with
another vehicle on U.S.
60 about 15 miles east of
Winchester, authorities'
said. A passenger,
Timothy Myrtheer, 22, of
Frenchburg was listed
in critical condition at
St. Joseph's Hospital in
Lexington.
- The driver of the other
vehicle was Brooks
Nealis, 49, of Winchester, according to
Clark qounty Deputy
Sheriff Maynard
McGever. He said
Nealis, who was westbound, apparently
crossed the center line
about 5:40 p.m. Saturday. Nealis was taken to
the University of Kentucky Medical Center.
No charges had been
filed as of Sunday.
Two Owensboro
residents were killed
Saturday when their collided with a freight train
at a railroad crossing,
authorities said.
The victims were
Identified as Breck A.
" Lewis, 22, and Joey
tWilson, 17 said Daviess
County Coroner Allan
Harl
Lewis was the driver
of the vehicle, Harl said.
No others were'injured

Va. man apprehended,
charged with shootings
•

OLINGER, Va.(AP) —
A Big Stone Gap man
actused of breaking into
a home, taking six people hostage and shooting
three of them before
fleeing was apprehended following a five-hour
search, authbrities say.

.1.1111.
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MOP UP. GARFIELD. WE'RE
GOING ON A PICNIC!
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

,984 ...Mated Feature Syndicate Inc
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7.0-IAT
'
S THE SAME
COMPLAJNT I JUST GOT
PROM A G6.)I
NAMED 431)MS'EA0

FOR TUESDAY,OCIDBER 9,1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? Don't fuss about necessary minor
exTo find out what the stars say, read penditures.
the forecast given for your birth signSCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21).
ARIES
Ideas are worthwhile, but you may
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
have difficulty following through. LitTry to be objective in talks with Ue things could interfere with your
close ties. Minor differences could oc- concentration.
cur now. An unusual subject appeals SAGITTARIUS
to you intellectually.
(Nov.72to Dec.21)
TAURUS
A new romantic attraction could
(Apr.20 to May 20)
mean trouble with an existing tie.
Though you will get some work done Curb flirtatiousness. Moodiness can
in private,expect some interruptions. be a problem.
A co-worker may insist on your un- CAPRICORN
divided attention.
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
GEMINI
It's best to keep business and
(May 21 to June 20)
domestic inte
s separate. It's not
You can think up all kinds of the time for 6mpany. Privacy abets
reasons why you like or dislike a per- accomplishment.
son. Be honest with yourself today. AQUARIUS
Avoid rationalizations.
(Jan.20to Feb.18)
CANCER,
You may be spreading yourself thin
(June 21 to July 22)
socially. Spend less time with
Don't put off a family member who strangers and concentrate on pleasing
has something important to discuss loved ones.
with you. Ingenuity is a plus on the
xtrar
job.
sone
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
LEO
Financial prospects•improve, but
(July 23to Aug. 22)
you could go overboard in spending
A child gains • a new interest at now. Don't count your chickens until
school. A difference of opinion may they've hatched.
arise with a relative or neighbor. Pay, YOU BORN TODAY have a genuine
attention tedetail.s.
interest in humanity. and would make
VIRGO
a good leader for a cause. You have
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
business acumen, -though, and are
• Put innovative domestic plans, into. more lik,e1xSo be tptuo i!ktir....ttatand'
mum, but ivnirt..ligattents about • profession& Do not let a concern for
money with close ties.
protective material security keep you from takof your credit rating.
ing a chance .on your individuality.
LIBRA - You work well with groups and may
(Sept.23to Oct.22) .
have an interest in politics. Von have
. A partner is enthusiastic, but you're an unconventional side, which you
Inclined to be fault-finding today. usually 'don't show in public.
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in the accident that occurred about 4 a.m.
CLY; on the city's east
side, Harl said.
According to a
witness, the vehicle approached the crossing at
"a pretty good rate of
speed," Hart said. He
said warning lights
were flashing at the
crossing and added the
train was moving
slowly.
A Lexington man was
killed early Saturday
when his car struck a
mountainside in Magoffin County, police said.
Robert Gay Jr., 32,
was driving at a high
rate of speed on U.S. 460
when his vehicle left the
road at the intersection
with Kentucky 114,
police said.
A Danville man was
killed and his wife injured in a traffic accident about 2 miles north
of Danville on U.S. 127.
State police said Reece
Worthington, 69, was
dead at the scene at
11:11 a.m*Saturday. His
wife, Dorothy, 64, was
taken to Ephram
McDowell Hospital in
Danville.
t'
State police said Worthington was trying to
change lanes when he
collided with another
vehicle driven by
Randell Caudill, 23, of
Broadhead. Caudill was
not injures'.

George Turner
thought his estranged
wife was having affairs
with several of the captives, police said Saturday after he was arrested. Turner was
charged with three
counts of attempted
murder and three
counts of malicious
wounding after the
ordeal at a farmhouse in
this southwestern
Virginia community.
He was being held in
the Lee County jail
without bond, and was
to be arraigned today in
Lee County Circuit
Court where a judge will
set bond.
Wounded by blasts
allegedly fired from
Turner's 20-gauge
shotgun were Darrell
Stallard, 27; his wife,
Angela Stallard, 20; and
Ray Davis, 27, of
Dryden.
Stallaftl was treated
at Lonesome Pine
Hospital for minor injuries and was released.
Mrs. Stallard, who was
hit in the chest and
neck, and Davis, who
suffered wounds in the
right hip and leg, were
listed in satisfactory
condition at the
hospital.
The incident began
when Turner accused
some of the men at
Stallard's house of having an affair with his
wife, Detective James
Bledsoe said.
Turner had been
separated from his wife
for several months,
Bledsoe said.
After allegedly
shooting the Stallards
and Davis, Turner moved them and three other
people to a barn some
100 yards from the farmhouse, Bledsoe said.
He then fled _into a
wooded area about
three miles from the
farm, but was captured
after an exhaustive
search, police said.
The other three
hostages, who were not
Identified by the
sheriff's .'department,
were not injured. The
Stallards were being
visited by four people at
the farm when the
drama began.

Hog market
Fedora/ Sts315 Mortet News Ser
*leo Masmisy. October S. 1.101
Rootecky Pureboso Are. Hog
Market loport Iodides I awylog Sir
Ono. SeesIpb: bet. 1I Sot On
Borrows St (HEW LSO lower Sews
miler MS lbs. Moly is 1.01 Mower
over
1bs. tolb 1.113 blebor
US 14 SWISS lbs.
IISS.114..71
some Hi.11S
US I Awn*
111SJ143.35
US s us-ss• a..
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2.Notice
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Career
Opportunity
Immediate Income

Avon
Colt Now
Sherry Howell
436-5539
ANTIQUE SHOW &
SALE Paducah. Ky's
Exec. Inn lla.-9p. Oct.
13; lla.-5p. Oct 14 75
Dealers-Adm. $2.

WE TAKE THE CAKE
Bouquets.
Balloon
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
753-9280
AUTO glass, plate
glass. window glass,
plexiglass and insulated
glass installed. Plus,
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
glass replaced. Glass
table tops and mirrors
cut to 'size and shape.
M&G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center phone
753-0180.

Do you have:
A Weight Problem?
Diabetes?
High Blood Pressure?
We have an answer!
Call 753-7863
LONE wicker? Have
your own rickshaw
import party and earn
cash credit for your own
wicker shopping spree.
Call 753-9970.
NEED A LOGO?
new design for your business
card. stow stationary..etc Individualized drawings done at a
reasonable rate
A

Cali 759-9567
after 4 pm.

-4*

e•er.:•_.' MOW

Call 753 3711

Notice
We
grew
them
ourselves. Big beautiful
hardy Garden "Mums"
$3.95 each.
Hoffman's Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry w9I be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS
,
. INC.

A Nome You Can Trust

•it

2

6. Help Wanted
PROCESS MAIL! $75.00
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
33495.
SALES-money. Men women (26 years or
older). Help unuretic
children. Unlimited
Leads-travel. Work hard
and make 535,000-550
000 a year commission.
Call 800-826-4875 or 800826-4826r
9. Situation

Wanted

32 YEAR old mother of
two wants to babysit
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
babies & toddlers. 4 yrs.
experience. Has references. Call 759-1692.
EXPERIENCED
5. Lost and Found
daycare worker will do
SMALL female, red,
babysitting for working
part Cocher Spaniel &
mothers from 6:30a.m.
part squirrel dog last
until 5:30p.m. Call 436seen in Cherry Corner
5420 or 759-1489 after
area. Offering reward.
5:30p.m.
Call 759-9628.
WILL care for elderly
or home bound in their
6. Help Wanted
home. Excellent re$60.00 PER hundred ferences, 4 years expaid for processing mail perience. Call 759-4680.
at home! Information,
send self-addressed, 10. Business Opportunity
stamped envelope. Associates, Box 95, STEEL Building DeRoselle, New Jersy alership. To apply:
W'edgcor Mfg. (303)
07203.
EARN up to $5,000 759-3200. Ext 2406.
monthly as a Real 'TRY the New Avon
Estate foreclosure rep. earnings opportunity
No license,or ex• and earn $250-$500
perience required. weekly. Call 753-0232
National Company anytime. For service
provides complete as- too.
sistance. For info call:
OPEN
A
317-839-8900, Ext. 1213.
GOVERNMENT Jobs.
BE
Thousands of vacancies
JEANS, Sportmust be filled imswear
Of
mediately. $17,634 to
50 112 . Call
Children's Shop.
716-882-2900, including
FREE BROCHURE.
Sunday. Ext. 31322.
Top Brands! Low
INTERVIEWING for
waitress position day
prices! $11,975 to
-shift only.. Apply- in
$19,975
to comperson with resume:
you up.
pletely
set
Oct.
Tuesday
9th between 2 & 4 p.m. at J.
Call
Lindamood's, 309 N.
1-404-469-4438.
16th.
MATURE, Christian
woman needed to 14. Want to Buy
babyslt in my home for
adorable baby part- LSED solid brick. Call
753-1725.
time. Call 753-9687.
ITER or women. 1570-M 15. Articles for
Sale
expansion program,
need 8 men .or women BRAND new King wood
Immediately. Excellent stove, $300. Call
opportunity for man- 759-9739.
agement. Call 442-6269 RELLER gas cook
fpr interviews between stove, wooden hamper.
9a.m.-5 fn.
portable B/W T.V. Can
MONEY. Are you a be seen at Fox Meadows
salesperson desirous of B-14
record earnings. Electrolux is having a
Office Furniture
fantastic price reducPartial List: Wood Chiption. designed for a fast
pendale desk, Credenza
closer. For a piece of
and phone stand. Very
the action call 443-6469.
large selection of metal
NEED babysitter days
desk, chairs, flies.
and nights. Call
tables, bookcases,
753-8258.
folding tables, excellent
NEED extra cash'
Earn super money,
quality and condition
have fun, make new
CRYTS USED
friends. Demonstrate
Toys and Gifts till
OFFICE FURNITURE
Thanksgiving. Samples
1016 Jefferson
are FREE. We train.
Paducah 442-4302
Phone 653-4705, after
4p.m. 753-3893.

30. Business Rentals
STORAGE space for
LARGE fireplace in- rent
downtown. Apsert. Call 437-4569.
proximately 1,000 sq. ft.
MOVING. -Must sell, Call 753-8808.
like new, 25 cu. ft.
.• _
Citation chest type
freezer. Call 436-2589 32. Apts for Rent
after 5:30p.m.
1831 FARMER Ave.
Now Available. 2 BR
duplex apartment. Un19. Farm Equipment
furnished, private
1400 POULAN chain drive-way & carport.
saw, 20" bar. Used 1 Married couple. No
season. Call 753-0315 pets. $200 per month,
$100 deposit. Call 492after 6:00 p.m.
ATTENTION Farmers. 8174. •
Used parts for your 2 BEDROOM duplex,
farm trucks. Available 209 S. 11th St., $170. 1 BR
at Taylor Bus Sales & 2 BR rentals. 1628
Hwy 641 S., Murray. Miller, $110 & $160, near
campus. Call 753-3415.
753-9251.
1 BEDROOM, un22. Musical
furnished apartment.
pets. Adults only.
RANCISCAN classical No
& deposit. Call
guitar with case. 3 -Lease
753-9208 after 4 m.
months old. Call 7621 or 2 BEDROOM apt
6461 after 4p.m.
near downtown Murray
Adults only. Call 75324. Miscellaneous
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844.
AIGNER full length TAKING applications
leather coat. Cost $350.
for Section 8. Rent
will sell for $150. Like
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
new. Size 16. Call 753BR. Apply Hilldale
3271.
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
CUSTOM cut seasoned E qual Housing
fire wood. Call 436-2758.
Opportunity.
FOOD processor, $10. 1.
small diamond rings, 33. Rooms for Rent
$25 ea. Leather blazer SLEEPING rooms, exsize 7, $40. Grey cor- cellent location. Utilities
duroy sports jacket size included.•Call 753-5561.
5. $10. Call 753-1392.
SLEEPING rooms $70
FREE, large corper month, 1610 Farmer
rugated cartons. ExAve. Call 759-4952 becellent insolation for
tween 4p.m.-10p.m.
outbuilding. Each carton 10 to 13 Ilbs in 34. Houses for- Rent
weight. Can be picked
up at 207 S. 7th Monday- MODERN, five-room
hoyae near Murray on
Friday 8a.m.-4p.m.
shaded lot Married
GREETING cards of al( couple. References.
kinds, in'cluding large Deposit. No pets.
selection of Christmas $175/month. Call 753,cards. I also have a 3 7551.
drawer ches? of NICE two bedroom
drawers. See Gerald
brick, unfurnished, 8
Waldrop 1624 Olive, mi. SE of Murray.
Murray, Ky. 4071.
Reduced- rent for
LARGE trailer has dual married couple with no
axle & electric brake, children or pets. Ref. 8z
could haul car. Solid deposit. Call 492-8594.
mesh floor, only $1895. OLDER two bedroom.
C a .1 I 7 5 3 - 8 0 7 8 unfurnished, 8 mi. SE of
9a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Murray. fixed for wood
OAK firewood $30 a stove, married couples.
rick, delivered. Call Ref. & deposit, available last of Oct. Call
759-1202 after 4:30p.m.
POOL tables, slate only,. 492-8594.
new, used & antique. SUPER nice, furnished.
Custom oak gun A -frame, waterfront
cabinets. Milan Pool Ky. Lake. Also, 3 room
apartment. City water
Table Sales 901-686-1177.
POULAN chain saws, furnished. Coleman
oregon saw chains, 10% Realty 753-9898.
off. Files, mixing oil, 37. Livestock-Supplies
bar lube, $3.79 gal. Log
splitters, hydraulic and FOR sale, registered
screw type. Splitting AQHA Palomino mare.
mauls and wedges. Call 753-0834.
Year end sale on Gilson TrIOLSTIEN calves. Call
'Y3vol1'•& garden equip- 753-0150. '
ment. Hazel lawn & IWO Grey Dappled
garden center, 311 Main Ponies. Mare and 1 year
St. Hazel, Ky., Call old colt, $225 or best
4928147. We sell-we offer. Call 753-8848
tradeiwe service.
before 9 p.m.
RIDING lawn mower, g
Pets•Supplies
38.
hp. Rebuilt engine &
carburetor, $200. Call 2 BEAGLE hunting
753-4595.
dogs, male & female,
SEASONED hickory, $20 ea. Must sell. Free
oak, mixed hardwoods, six month puppy. Call
$30/rick delivered. 753-1392.
Min. oreder-2 ricks. Call
Birds, Hamsters,
John Boyer at 753-0338.
Tropical Fish 8c
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6
and up. 753-2905 or 435Supplies.
Aug.
4343 or 435-4319.
Specials In Store
WINTER coat for sale,
PET PEN
3 womens, 2 mens,
1101 Story Ave.
boys. Good condition,
priced reasonable. Call
759-1322
489-2688.
REGISTERED show
quality Tortie
26. TV -Radio
Hemalayan, 2 1/2
FOR sale, Quasar VHS years old. Call 753-5365.
_rf.caraer. Excellent
condition, $500. Also, 41. Public Sales
small AM/FM 8-track
stereo, $35. Must sell.
Call 753-0834.
20 FAMILY
15. Articles for Sale

r

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

YARD SALE

1980 LIBERTY, 14x52,_ 2
bedroom, furnished.
washer and dryer, under painting, AC, central gas heat. 753-8825
or 753-4443.

Tues. Oct. 9th &
Wed. Oct. 10th
7 a.m.-7

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer for
rent near Murray, no
pets call 489-2611.
MALL trailer in Hardin. Call 437-4569.
TRAILER for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dills
Trailer Ct.

no need to dig
deep for these buys
Shop the
best buys
in town

Mtierray
Ledger
Ik'Times

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

44. Lots for Sale
1 1/2 acres, tobacco
barn, stock barn with
shop, set up for trailer.
well. 3 1/2 miles north
of Coldwater, $15,000.
Call 489-2546.
IDEAL commercial lot
& building in good
location. Lot is 210x335
& bpilding has 4500 sq.
ft. *ith lots of parking
space. A .good investment for the right
person with the right
ideas! For more information call Mary
Jane at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.
LOT 4-sale or rent. Call
753-8425.
45, Farms for Sale
MINI farm, 10 ACRES,
fenced, large stock
barn, 2 story block
building. New septic
tank, for trailer hook
up, 6 miles from lake off
94 E. Call 759-4754.
20 ACRE farm, with
small house, several out
buildings, good tobacco
barn and base. Located
on Green Plaine Rd.
Call 753-3602.
18 ACRES, about 2/3
open, 1 / 3 wooded.
Good 3 bedroom brick
home with basement,
upper 40's. Will consider trade, near Paris.
Call 901-642-7135.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR house, newly
decorated inside and
out, carpeted. Near
hospital, gr?f>and
schools. 403 South 10th.
133% owner, 519,500. Call
759-4620.
3 BEDROOM house on a
large lot. Living room,
dinning room, kitchen
and utility _room, carport, and 2 storage
buildings, $22,500. Call
492-8492.
3 BEDROOM, brick
ranch style, 6 miles
west of Murray on 1
acre. 1 1 / 2 baths,
carport, fireplace insert, other extras. $42,
000. Call 762-6330 or
753-9295 (home).
special! Don't
miss our! Older 3 bedroom house with economical gas heat.
Located on a quiet
street yet easily accessible to Sycamore.
Owner has reduced this
house to $26,500, as one
of the last good buys of
the season. Don't waste
another minute. Call
Century 21. Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 7531492 and talk to Pam.

PALL

FOR SALE
BY OWNER:
Country setting,
immaculate house
and 21 acres. Property is fenced,
with pole barn and
adequate outside
storage. Large
work shop with
electrical
and
water hookup.
Property is in excellent
neighborhood.
Serious inquires
only
502-474-2755,
after 5:00 PM.

cArt,STEnsO
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

SILVER PRICES
Sliver
Closed "
7.40
Yesterday
Tod.py

DOXn
-,,t. of.
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
7111'

cis
W.. hiry Gold
E. On
1/..ors 10 8 °arty 12 5 Sunday

53. Services Offered
FORD LTD
Loaded, new tires.
Runs. Needs motor
work, $250. 1975 Duster.
Air, P.S. Runs. Good,
$850. Call 753-4595.
24 hr. Service
1975 FORD Granada.
P.B., P.S., AM/Fm
radio. Good condition.
Call 753-6291.
1976 CUTLASS JOE ISonneyt McKin,
Supreme, p.s.. p.b., red. ney Appliance Service
white interior. Selling All makes and models
because owner wants (Authorized Service on
smaller car. Call 435- Montgomery Ward Ap.
4354 after 6 p.m. •
pliances). Located at
1976 T-Bir . local, one George Hodge and Son
owner. low milage car. Used Furniture - Store.
Call 436-2427.
753-8505 or 492-8704.
1976 \ OLKSWAGON. JOHN Lane back hoe
New motor, new paint, service and septic tank
$1,900 firm price. Call pumping. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-8669.
753-0195.
1977 CAMARO. Call
753-0873 after 5:30p.m.
BAILEY'S FARM
1977 MONTE Carlo.
LUMBER
Fully equipped. Priced
to sell at $12(110. Call
For'all your
759-4515 5a.m.-9p.m.
out building needs
only.
759-1099
1978 CHEVROLET 305
Corner of Industrial Rd
Impala wagon. Good
gas milage, power &
NEED work on your
air, good tires,
trees? Topping, prunAM/FM stereo. Silver
ing, shaping. complete
grey, $1950. 1975 Ford
removal and more. Call
Elite. Good old car, $750
BCVE- R'S TREE
or best offer. See Hugh
SERVICE for Proat K-5 - South Side
fessional tree care
Manor.
753-0338.
1979 BUICK LeSabre
PAINTING, inside or
Limited, all power,
out. 8 years experience.
cruise, new tires, cloth
By contract or hour
seats. Excellent condiCall 489-2715 after
tion, 61.000 miles. $4400
6:00p.m.
firm. 1977 Lincoln 2-dr
Town Coupe, all power.
A picture is worth
cruise, cloth seats, new
a thousand words
tires, 70,000 miles. ExPreserve your fami
cellent condition. $3800
ly s heritage by hay
firm. Call 753-8452.
1979 FORD Ranger. 4
ing
those
old
wheel drive, loaded.
photographs copied
rear sliding window,
in our Studio
rails. V8 400, short
CARTER STUDIO
wheel base, $4250. • Call
300 MAIN )53 8298
759-4663.
1980 FORD Van.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Customized, low mileFactory authorized for
age, standard shift with
Tappan, Kelvinator and
over drive, $5,300. Call
Brown. Service on gas
753-0195.
and electric ranges,
1982 MERCEDES Benz, microwaves, dis300P, Turbo deisel,
a,...ahers, re •
Owner bought neii. frilerators, etc. Earl
Excellent condition. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Business, Paducah 488- 5341.
3491, home Mayfield
APPLIANCE SER623-8066.
VICE_ Kenmore.
2 NICE cars for sale. Westinghouse.
1978 Cutlass Supreme 8z Whirlpool. 21 years
1979 Ford T-Bird. Call experience. Parts and
437-4808 in Rardin.
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser50. Used Trucks
vice,' 202 S. 5th St.
PORD
Window 753-4872. 753-8886
I 97 1
Van. 6 cylinder. 3home )
•
speed, good body,
$1,000. Call 436-5510.
1972 CHEVROLET
Cheyenne. Automatic.
PS, PB, air. Nice. Call
753-8124.

ir/o

53. Servi:es Offered
NMIONV'k NUMMI.

Stubblefield
Electric
759-4899

ROOFING!

5 1 . Campers
rOR sale: 1974 Terry
5th wheel camper, 31 ft
long, fully selfcontained with awnings
on all the windows, and
large awning over door.
Call 527-1964

15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

436-2999

52. Boats-Motors
1977 VINTURE 18 ft. ski
& bass boat, 188 h.p.,
inboar.d/outboard. Has
very few hours, $5000.
Call 502-328-8137.

Keith Black's
Painting
Interior & Exterior
reasonable rates. Cal
Keith Black 753-624
for free estimate.
b0 you have dead or
unwanted trees that
need cutting or trees
that need topping'. Nil,
also do other cleanup
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean up
grown up areas Frei'
estimates Call 437-4607
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding NO .10B
TO SMALL Free es-timates. Days 753-6973.
nights 474- 276

ROOFING,
Free
Estimates
753-5459 or
753-8072
k
firewood. Custom splitting. also tree trim,
min . Call 753-5476
N(.. Machine ftepair All makes and
models. Industrial.
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience.' All
work guaranteed -Kenneth Barnhill: 753-2674.
Stella, Ky
tAluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely.
,guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1442)026
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, -tool,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753 6763.
WILL repair and refin
ish Fiberglass boats.
Call 436 2292.
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.

Jack Glover
753-1873

•••••••a.••••••••
•
O••

A

PS

•
•
•
GENERAL house • CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
•
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
cleaning, carpet clean- •
•
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
ing, floor stripping. •
Experienced & de- • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
pendable. References
•
GUNCASES MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Call after 4p.m & on •KITCHEN CABINET •
TOPS • VANITIES
•
weekends 759-4604.
BUILT FURNITURE .8.
•CUSTOM
FURNITURE REFINISHING
LEE'S CARPET w COMPETITIVE PRICES
CLEAN LNG. For all • Drop By 8. S••
753-5940
your carpet & upholst- ,ozier alvelny
ery cleaning. For a free "'
1117 Main Murrey Ky
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.

53. Services Offered

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Randy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

STROUT,
REALTY

ea PIONEER

49. Used Cars

Dial-A-Service

43. Real Estate

ALPINE

DAILY'GOLD &
Gold
•.
Closed
Yesterday 344.00
Opener,
• ,,
342.10 _
Today
Down
1.90

3 BEAGLE dogs, 2 are
18 months old. Good
hunters. Call 436-2260.

From Mayfield take
Hwy. 80 last 2 miles.
Turn left at Hwy. 131.
5 miles.
furniture,
Antiques,
bicycles, tools, glassware,
toys, children & adult
clothes, lots of misc.

Lou Ann PhIlpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
Joe L. Kennon 436-5876
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

30. Business Rentals

38. Pets-Supplies

'MURES
If it's with we
Poops, Pie
or electric, then
hove the answer.
Cell John Glover,
licensed with 2
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

klorray-Calloway
Cooly hospital

753-5131
Calloway Canty
Roscoe Soul

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alionsinves end Vinyt
fathom; Cestem trio

work. References.
Coil Will Ed Bailey,
753•06119.

Police
911

"CHIM•CHIM"
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CM to,•Sm.(wooed
Goollw Work Good Nocos
CNIOANEY CLEANING '
•1111/0 MESUIENCES
•CHNONIVI C4.11•00 SON..
.00 WU
On I...rya
itkOle 01••

arddeswor riorw.

753-3445

'

RANDY
'MINTON
HEATING AND AIR.
CONDMONING INC.

7.29
.11

Send
your,,
packages the'easy
•
way.
Use our convient
service.- We.accrui
UPS package for
shipment.
.

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES •
81sekle wed eirElm dear far min and sir8-11518 Murray wad Collemity
Omewity seeOlseemm.

753- 181

Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Istimmit,!
3TWbno Or
'
aick
Dry Clepning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-51127

Poison
Control
753-7588
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Insurance...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tions will be required in the
future.
The recommendations were
approved with little discussion
by Finance Committee
members Wendell Lynch, Frank
Nichols and Virginia
Strohecker. (Committee
member Jim Cooke was not pre-

TIMES

•

MONDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1684

sent.) Nichols said he had some
reservations about increasing
the out-patient deductible, and
about the rate schedule for life
insurance, but board chairman
Richard Frymire said those concerns could be addressed at the
full board meeting Nov. 3.
President Kale Stroup told the
committee that reducing MSU's
costs for health insurance is
necessary because regents have
had to appropriate funds from
other areas to cover escalating

medical claims. Claims increased 40 percent in 1982, 20 percent
in 1983 and 10 percent to date in
1984, she explained. The latter,
while an increase, is lower than
had been budgeted for, she said.
Because claims have not gone
up as much as anticipated, and
because of the prevailing financial climate and the minimal 2
percent raise received by
employees, Stroup said she has
reduced the level of cuts from
the $400,000-$500,000 originally

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Henry,_90, dies this morning

'Steve' Cochran
funeral today
Final rites for James Stephens
Steve) Cochran will be today at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Max Anderson and
the Rev. Terry Vasseur will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Max Morris, Henry Armstrong, Jerry
Armstrong, Gene Jourden,
Malcolm Kelley and Danny
Walker.
Burial will follow in the Beech
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Cochran, 35. Arlin,
n
10)
Texas, died Thursday from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident in 'Fort
Worth, Texas. His father, Jimmy Watson Cochran, preceded
him in death.
He is survived by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Dunaway;
one son, Jason Stephens
Cochran; two sisters, Mrs. Ronnie Beane and Mrs. Gordon
Cavitt; three brothers, Joe
Duna,way, Tim Dunaway and
Jack Cochran.

J.L. Yates dies;
rites on Sunday
The funeral for J.L. Yates was
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
the Milner Funeral Home,Bardwell. David Stephe'n,son
officiated.
Burial was in the Rose Lawn
Cemetery.
Mr. Yates, 67, Bardwell, died
Friday at 10 a.m. at his home.
He was a farmer.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lorene Yates; seven stepdaughters, Mrs. Loretta Miller,
A„
Hammond, Ind., Mrs. Jo Ann
Thomason, Murray, Mrs.
Phyllis Morgan and Mrs. Sharon
Stewart. Arlington, Mrs. Joyce
Gibson, Fancy Farm, Mrs. Fay
Underwood, Puryear, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Barbara NelsOn, Clinton; one stepson, Wayne Riley,
Mayfield.
His stepmother, Mrs. Essie
Yates, Hopkinsville, survives,
along with one sister, Mrs. Stella
Mae Coffman, Fulton; three
brothers, Charles Edward Yates
and Thomas Lee Yates,
Hopkinsville, and William Earl
Yates, Belleville, Ill.; 21
stepgrandchildren; seven
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Ruth Grogan West
Henry, 90, died today at 3:15
a.m. at the West View Nursing
Home.
A licensed practical nurse, she
was a member of the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Born Sept. 11, 1894, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Irvan
Jonathan Grogan and Muzetta
Mae Andrus Grogan.
She was Married in 1914 to
John Robus West who died in
1944. In 1962 she married Lloyd
Henry who died in 1971. She also
was preceded, in death by four
sisters, Della Grogan, Lola
James, Eunice Morton and Vye
Cooper; one brother, Ophus
Grogan; a brother-in-law,
Melvin Morton; two sisters-inlaw, Manon Grogan and Lucille
Grogan.

Mrs. Lola Suiter
dies this morning
Mrs. Lola Suiter, 87, Murray,
died today at 6:45 a.m. at the
Riverfront Terrace Health Care
Facilities, Paducah. Her. husband, Tebe Stater, died Jan. 14,
1982.
She is survived by one stepdaughter, Mrs. Bill (Oina)
Camp, 401 South 10th St., Murray; one stepson, Callie Suiter,
Jackson, Mich.; several nieces
and nephews.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements.

Survivors are three sisters.
Mrs. F.C. (Ellen) Prince, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Elwood (Lula)
White, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mrs.
Lowry (Edna) Parker, Murray;
four brothers, Stanley and
Gilbert Grogan, Murray, Dewey
and Guthrie Grogan, Rt. 4; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Maude
Grogan, Rt. 2, Hazel; a brotherin-law, William James, Rt. 4.
Also surviving are one stepdaughter, Mrs. James Everett
(Dortha) Hughes, and two stepsons, Eunice Henry and Charles
Henry, all of Murray; six
stepgrandchildren, Donald,
Jerry, Bobby and Wayne Henry,
Glen Hughes and Sandra
Downey; 15 stepgreatgrandchildren; 150 nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Bill Hart will
officiate.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after .6 p.m.
tonight(Monday 1.

Bill Ballard,
father, Mrs. Keel,
dies at his home

Bill Ballard, 80, father of Mrs.
James (Paula) Keel of Murray,
died Sunday at 3:30 a.m. at his
home in Fancy Farm.
He was a retired groceryman
at Fancy Farm.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Pauline Carrico Ballard; two
daughters, Mrs. Keel of Murray
and Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mrs.
John (Phyllis) Crider,
Charlotte, N.C.; one son, Glenn
Ballard and wife, Marlene,
Services for Mrs. Virginia Lexington.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Cayce Nam% 84, are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the Max Mrs. Flora Spaulding, Akron,
Churchill Funeral Home. The Ohio, and Mrs. Mary Jo Cash,
Rev. Leoh Penick is officiating Fancy Farm; one brother, Allen
with Mrs. Oneida White as Ballard, Akron; six
grandchildren.
organist and soloist.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
Burial will follow in the Mur10:30 a.m. at St. Jerome's
ray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Nance died Thursday at Catholic Church, Fancy Farm.
11 a.m. at the home of her The Rev. Jerry Riney will
daughter, Mrs. John (Mary Em- officiate.
Burial will follow in the St.
ma) Jordan, Fairfax, Va.
She is survived by her hus- Jerome's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
band, Tom Nance, Murray; her
daughter, Mrs. Jordan; in-laws, Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield, where a prayer serMrs. John Nance, Mrs. Edward
S. Nance and Mr. and Mrs. John vice will'be at 6:15 p.m. tonight
(Monday).
Livesay.

Funeral is today
for Mrs. Nance

NAME YOUR
OWN PRICE!!!

•
earmarked.
called for.
when possible, providing for a
The recommendations are the
"medical necessity" policy to
"I think the issio is ho* much
eliminate unnecessary procan we do at thisoint that will result of research which includcedures or items, allowing for
cover us for a while," Stroup ed consultations with private inthird-party recovery for injuries
said. The recommended surers about how they are cutcovered by liability from other
changes will have to be review- ting their costs. The Insurance
insurance carriers, and allowing
ed within about six months of and Benefits Committee, comtheir enactment, to see what the posed. of faculty and staff,
100 percent reimbursement for
claims experience has been arld recommended the increased
second opinions on certain types
what further changes may be deductibles and elimination of
of elective surgery;
the drug card, although it urged
-Consider• for the future such
necessary, she said.
cost-contaiment measures as a
The Finance Committee heard the non-contributory feature be
health clinic, wellness program
comments from W.L. Pinkston,- retained, and opposed any
chairman of the Insurance and benefits cuts unless necessary.
and a program to reduce drug
The recommended changes
Benefits Committee, Joyce Gorcosts;
don of the Staff Congress and include:
- Discontinue subsidizing the
— Eliminate the prescription
supplemental life insurance
Richard Usher of the Faculty
Senate. All mentioned morale drug card and include prescripplan and make it self-supporting
with rates based upon age.
problems among university tions as out-patient medical
Rates would range frprn 15 cents
employees that would be ag- expenses;
per $1,000 for persons below 30,
gravated by cuts in benefits. As - Increase the out-patient deducPinkston put it, "Some people lible from $50 to $100;
to $4 for persons aged 70 to 74.
- Increase the in-hospital deducare just boiling mad."
(The university provides $10.000
Stroup later said she believes tible from $100 to normal firstin basic life insurance for all
employees are "feeling a sort of day semi-private room and
employees.)
-Re-bid the university's medical
helplessness which I feel myself. board charges;
- Eliminate the no-deductible
and life insurance packages
There's not a whale lot you can
prior to Jan. 1, 1986.
do about the revenue you have to provision for the first $300 of expenses from an accident and
work with."
Alluding to suggestions by count them as any other medical
All of the recommendations, if
both the Insurance and Benefits expense;
approved by the Board of
Committee and Faculty Senate - Add clauses requiring preRegents, will take effect Jan. 1,
that regents search for costs admission testing for surgery
1985.
that could be reduced other than
Anr•ita Oare ow*
in benefits, Stroup added,
110.6•111.1.1•••• Mow •
"Often times there's a mistaken
notion that there is a lot of
money that can be shifted
around. Most dollars are tied up
with employee salaries." Funding for projects such as the
pedestrian mall has already
AVAILMIO
PA11110.111011
been committed and represent
NAIIIMMA MOM
one-time expenditures, she said.
Your Choke
To the benefits committee's
&AMES'
suggestion that universities approach the state for more funds,
As Ai...WM
Ow NoNswei TV
since revenue has increased by
(1796036j
nearly $46 million from a year
7 A."Greonsweepor"
ago, Stroup said university
Lawn Rake
It won't rust, hues can't tu,rtst
presidents have already told
loose Or pull out 48- handle Gov. Collins that salaries and
1.22 Tine Spring Rake
_compensation .should be a top
Features 22 o.1-lempered hnes,
Ezy-Loce socket and 18" handle
.
411
priority for any available funds.,
However, she added, the state's
increased revenue is necessary
W1°9944137
to meet Collins' budget, and
"KT
AA
much of it is already
aIwrritad
LARGE
4,,
Ow
TRASH&
W
111.00.1 r11
re.7003)
LAWN SAUStAT
33 Galloo
-Ply
Mastic
2
ISM=
Trash a Lawn logs
•
Svpe,heavy duty, 2 ply I 3 m.I plcrshc bogs are tough enough for

OCT.
BEST
BUYS

bea lawn cleon-ups. Ftheen per bos, wtth converuent twat hes

La Diamondnique
"Mr* Away"
Fir* Extinguisher

The Most Unique
Store In Town"

Muth-pugacee fee extoguisher a eftectiveon flammable bawds, wood.
Maw. cloth & electncol appliances
). mied 1A-1043-C 13 Foot tongs

Opening Oct. 8th
Above Frame Village Adjacent
to Bank of Murray

Opfm
10 AM 5 PM

Murray Supply
Company
208 E. Main

753-3361

• Enjoyour
Low-Cost
Auto Loans

Tell Us What You Will Give
For Either One Or All Of
Them. If We Can Take Your
Offer The Car is Yours.
1979 Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
White, Sharp, Family Car, Loaded With All Cadillac Options.

NAME YOUR
OWN PRICE!!!
1978 Lincoln Versailles, 4 Door,
Silver, Red Leather Interior, Local
& Nice With Lots Of Lincoln
Options.

NAME YOUR
OWN PRICE!!!

lilt's time to replace your old car, let Lincoln Federal help you with an easy
auto loan. We offer a lowlinancing rate on any new car, light truck, or van
you want to buy. There are no restrictions on the make or model. For details
on rates and terms, call or stop by the office nearest you. Get in the driver's
seat with Lincoln Federal—Your Full-Service Loan Center.

1977 Cadillac Eldorado, 2 Door,
Blue/White, Sharp, Local Car, Loaded With All Cadillac Options.

NAME YOUR
OWN PRICE!!!

LINCOLN

The Book Price Will Ile Posted On The Co..

fOERAL SAvItiog

'14e

Purdom hitifors IncorpOsFated
Oldsmobile-Pontioc-Cadilloc-Buick
1406 WEST MAIN STREET

MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071

753-5315

I

qtyor' AND LOAN

ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

